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o _ t cs toy the Acu tre T of
-,,lte-dmportanCe ,,,part' of

edueation htW e it, e s an,tial. that
haolis-be,both-willt:Selected and- Well-",

_ -

"

athemetical,organizations in
operated In the 'formation 'of ,, the -School ,

smao'n ine ludas ankuni-i teadhers of, mathematicsat
nledttaittO ; and representatives of° science: and

7 netalcbblie-Otive\or- SMSG,18- the ititproVement- of the'
athematid.s iti the 4schaolal of this country. The

a Sc; alindation provided .substantial funds, fair
UPPort,-Tof t endeavbr.

eqUitisites for ;the, improvement 'Of ttre teaching
thematic3 `.i ur Schadls is an- improved currichium--Lone _"

'§h takes'' account of the 1pereas g use or mathematics 4n
rscience iiandstechnology and' in other areas. or knowledge and at !the_

171e time 'pile which ,reflects enent. -advances in mathematic.s
'self off;,!the,-firait 'projects undettaken by SMSG was to enlist

''xrdup ;ot-OutiSittandj.ng mathematieianG and mathematics t et:la-hers :to
'Pre reltta ,series,,o. textbooks which would illustr to such an im-
proved curriculum,

e. profeisival Mathematician's in -SMSti be ve that, the
,.....matheniatics_presenVed:in...this text' Is valuhb.,1c2:f r all well =,

e uca e Vireriti7 = our sodie y o ow an is nrifiortaTit

for.-Vbe preco4ege student to learn in preparatibn for atjyanced
-work .71n the ffead:-.- At th same tin", teachers -'in_SMSCI believe
that It !IS presented in sidh a 1form that it can be 'readily grasped
,by- students.

In moat- instances the material will ve a famtliar note,
ut the_p'z'esentation and,= the pdint of vie will be _differ4nt.

e -material will bs-ientiraly new tb the raditfonal currieulum..
2'his is it should be, for mathematics is a-5-living and an, ever-,

Mat- healt .fusidn of the old and thc new, should lead students -%7
'.grdwing .8 feet, and not a dead and 'frozen product, of antiquity.
to ebebter understanding of the' basil concepts and 44tructure of
mathematics Ana provide a firMier foundatidn t6i undcistanding and
use of mathematics in a scientific socity:! . '

.
,

It is not intended that this book be, regarded as the only
efinitiveway of presen-king -good mathematics to stuants" at this
vel _ Instead, It "shoulti be thdught 'of ae a sapple of :thakind-
imprOved curriculum that -v& need and' as a sce of suggestions

.. ,, r-the-authors-of-commercial-textbooks--It-ii,eincerelvhoped- - -

that these texts will lead t way toward inapirAng a_ more mean--
1-#' izigful teaching of Mathematic the Queen 4nd Servant, of the

QSe lepc e s i ,, . ,-- -
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he School Mathernati S
_..-

le'-teititeriais for-grades 4-
. ,

e,Aebigled-to.illustrate--a kind of In4the

belleVe-apprepriate Tor eleientary

_ portion-of these mAtdtialewhicp icere ptepared

la.group.Of:3Qindividualsi divided alModt equally between
- .-

Sheci,Callege_and univetsity mathematibland'and meter
. ,

elementary-teachers and consultants. .1k,strong.effart has'been

the content_of this text.par-af all to

materisj, mathematidsaly sound, appropriate and teac able. ,Pre-

:limipary Versions*ere-.Used=in 'numerous

17tMradiTy=-these-Audgment_

e-cohtent is designed .to give the fupil-a much broader-concept,

aS been-traditionally given at this'level,.of whit mathee

less emphasis on rote ..earning andThere i

more emphasis on the construction of models and symbolic repro-

,

sentation of ideas and relationships.ftom which..pupils,scan

Import&rxt niathematical gefteralizations.

The basid-dontent is-aimed at the development -of some of the
.

.

entalcencepts-of mathematics. These include ideas about:



he op rations-0
A

leird treatment of eie ide

arithme'tic;'and intuitive

_..-,,

.4ppr ee:A=1,prp7ided throtighopt," the texts to explore
. -e,,

thpminciie fully and apply theft' effectively in solving problems.

ese-basi -ticl''-tinderstandingg-ind-Skills.are on-
_ __ -, ,.

F-

nually develqpbd and 'extended throughoUtlhefehtire mathematics
, , _ l

currieulun6.fram grades' K through 12 and beyond.

e-Tex

le Introduce

fir y believe mathematics can and :hould be.studied with2'

sucoeas-and-enjoyment. It is our hope.thittheseetext4 may

greatly assist-all pupils-and teachers who:use:them to achieve
e - !

this goal-, and that they may eXperience something 0,the joy of

,diticove and d accomplishment that can be realized throu-

study of mathematics.-

the
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A Set of Stars' A Setto

You can tnk of mow seta of thi
s -

The set Of childreb in your_scho,

of Flowers n. Etiipty Set _

The see of children' in- your clads;
ed set of numbers,' 2, 3C6 4, _ and' sit On;

,P _

The set pf numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, .and- so on

The, set ,opnumbera, 6, 8, ...lc), 12,. and so on;
%

The set of letters in the alphabet;
The boys- in your class who are ten feet -tall .

a__collection.=bf Some o

ean= -be sets of objects -sets= of ,'purple-,-

sets of numbers: ,tIttink of some examples of sets of things.

these collections!
X.pictures and;



A- thing .that-belongs- to a set a' mec ,er of that set
- :-. -

EichAo f the Setters,
3

=
s 1 ett er 0 n_oUr_alphabe

, 7; member' of the

You are ':a.,mernber,..of__the set ,of

set of

There, are sets that have only one member.

e set 'o eaters in .our alphabet: between d and

e member. it is the letter e.

has only

There are sett that have no members. The set of children

in your class, who are 'less than four years old, has no members.

a set has 'no member- it is called the empty:set:

We use Capital names of sets.

You may use any capita er yob wish.

The letter you choose may help you remember the Set

The states New York and Califbrnia are members of the set of

..states of the U. S . .A .

, We may c l this set- 'Set C We-Write

(New fork, California)

The counting numbers between 4 and 8 are 5, 6, 7.

We may call this set, Set N. We write:

- 15, 6, 7)



embira_of_each_ =aI

_

ive.'lattere of alphabet.

The nuibera that youllse wHen you count t

children-in yoUr'olaasro

The numb

A

e. numbers 'counting-by

ending with 115.

counting by beginning with 1 and

-21s; ;beginning -with ,6 and

The lette in' your first n

(A letter may appear in your first name more than once:
tlse it:' only once in the set

Th days of the week whose names begin with N".

The boys in your class less -than six -tea:

oaths of the year whose names begin

The number between 30 and" 40

. NA.

that are larger th

/

BAAINTWt=_ER: The letters which are in

:school and not in : our last name.



When you first learned to count, you began With

,counted i s 2, 3, 4; 5s 7;f8i- 9, .10; 11;712',-

can coust much farther than 12- now. No matter how ter you c

count, there are-, still more numbers. If you knew how to, count

you couldkeep on counting as long as you live-.

the wduld'stilk tie more numbers-. These enumbers used in

counting are-.cabled ,country z numbers

etic there rs--the-
-

whole numbers. These numbers are

-of numbers -called' the-set-of-----:

0, 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6, and sp on.

e :may write-the set of whole numbers this way:

1,' 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

counting numbers this way:

C = (1, 2, 3 4 5, 6,

write all the whol' numbers. We use the three dots,

to mean that there are more pumbers than we can write.'

The number 0 is the first one written in Set W.

numter- b is the last number written in the

number 6 is not the last whole number.

___It-is_just_the_las _number_ written n Set W.

We. have used two different ways to .name the game set.



:L,,,count "by. _2As. ,Lbeginn ng--Nitla, the number- O.

Ydu count 0, 2 4, 6, 10 12, 14, 16, ia, 20s 2

_TI-1__O nourtiborsthat you name are called. even numbers,.
_

. rt.

The numbers 0, 4, 6; r e called even niimbe

The ---54 76,-

even numbers,.

_ h the number

15 17, 19, 1, .23,

e whole number at You narie When you count "by 2.1s"

beginning- with 1 'are called odd nuMbers.

The numerals 25, -3/ 41, 53, 101, 421, -a 247,

-odd numbers.

ary

:tree,

isA i a set .of words.-

The number of words .in Se A is

Set B is a set of letters.

The number of letters iri B

picture

A Set B



.

T e;numbe r, d-n uMbe rs 'in the.'in set counting n hers -betwee
d

1 and 2(T, mbers of this
.4

set bre 5; t,

enumber0f words in the's'

'are no 'member i of this set,

:call this eti the-empty set.'

The*number,Of the',:empy set is z

e use.- numtr_o :tel,lrhow many members are in a-set,

Exeroiae Set 2

ere are some -`sett in 1, 2, 4, and 5; 'Below each set,

are ;rau s£yof words. Vhich beet scribes each s, et.? Is it

4 r

ite-yo arunswer. Then tell how many berb are in

that

5, 7, 9)

set of snne.11 nabers

the set of all add numbers

the set of odd numbers les than 10.

-.--(Tuesday-,---Th1\ rsdayl_

a) the eet of school days

of the last twoldays in the weekb) the

the Df dayi in the week whose names begin with. T



of numbers; 105
- -

Counting numbers less than 50 whose mineral

chalk, ,bOolc eraser prncil)
ings yea find in -a sc olrooln

thoof furnitUre

a set- thiags- to read

automo bile, airplail

hings emu- see in the sky

set of _things you find in a' garage

a set of things peop1%., may use. when they travel

Here are some hinge : .-potato, obby, celery, rock, 5,.

Georg, 15, e, 4, bacon, 6, Nary,

Daladp a, candy, 7, key

the things that are:
-a set of boys bathes

FY

the set of whole numbers larger than 2 and less than

the set of vowels
d) set of .things to eat

a set _of things to read



kik

had s:orri4 -coins in ,piggy-bank.
_

poured`.,therrk out ori (the table,.

ature''-stiAwsrthe '--waNtther

Echo N shows a, nickel

Each P .shows a penny.

h D shows a dime

ach Q Sshows a quarter,

In the set of coins there is
A fencS is. around -all the penni

-All -peivies are inside the fence. .?
.-All other coins are. outeide the fence.

A

There is another way. to- thatshow- tha the set "of -pennies is

within the set of coins. We can show it like

The bet .of coins in

The set of lee in
the _piggyb

How do We -show the pennies in the picture'?

They are =inside the small ring
Where are the other coins that are not pen
-They -are outaide the amen-T*111g :but -inside



is:. picture,

botpk chooi l brar y. within a scat the i books,

on\anitnal is with lja the sot of.
.

all books tho school library.

lierary

erelse -= Set

the set of all pupils in your schoOl is within the set 'of all
pupils in, you Dravtra picture to show this iciea

'drawing ,below shows that the set of numerals 15;

5 _5 is Within th, eel of all numelals ending in'

Make a drawing to show that ,the numbers 10, 20 3 30 $ Ito ark

`within the set of all whole numbe"rs
-



i

-q

_Set of _gtris._in -fourth

Kathy; Marian,' Sue., ca4 thl
S (Mary;":-Martha, Ka en Kathy,:-:. Meftan Sue

ade Maly a ihs) Kar

r

se S.

re is- some formation -about this set girlS ;

:Color, of ,es , Color of Flair age

Mary bluer blond_ r 9
4.

Martha' browp 15rown 10
. ,

:Karen eay blank . 9'
-Kathy i.broWn black

- _ 9

ri blue brown 105-

\--
Sue b 1:in brown 9

it

. -

Write the rnernt ers of the set girls who are I0 yea
i ,

oldi.....Call th set, Set B... is Set B n.Set----Sq--\

Writ

A

he m nibers of the...set of giAts fiwho` have gray- eyes.

C411 this set Set C.. Is Set C in Set SI- :

rite 'the members of the set of girls who have black hair

and, who are 9 years bid. Call this eet .Set X. I
, .

Set X in. Set '5?

Is Set C in Set X?

BRAINTWISTM: Make a drawing tc show that the numbers 2,

6j 8; 10 are within the set of even numbers and the 'even_

,ndmbirs ,are, within the set of whole numbers.

10



jiereare- two sets of pictures:

The embers of the-two set are the
If two, sets have the same members, the two sets .-are equal
The members. of equal .sets not have to be in the same order

_

A apple,. pencil
{pencil, applel

3}

Nm (1,1, 5)
Does ,Set M = Set N Why?

These sets do not have the same members..

They do have the same number of members- .



;,-;kyr.i--' -.t aPP10,:.penoi1 liouse

Wog,

------ --Set ,e-la not-ectual to Set H.-- We Se G -H.

not equal to Set P`. e; Se P';

ben,,S0-.A-.ia Set B

7)



Use-these-t0 answer iquestions

f:'

-

12.

.7

[2, 44

cliaal4oAttha_

Set. -S4usl-t0104at:se

4

Are Set C, Set E, and Set

1 Which sets. are equal o. Se

f X ms d),

Thijik of. a _set that hae. the
butire-i*t evial 4t o Set' X

.N

it Set: Z
t

Copy and finish:

7,,9

_

Whioh is oorre

same number of members

5) .

t-of-all l- -odd -- numbers - -1

Set B .Set E or

16. Set A is the se _

as Set -X

1' all whole' numbers

le than 10.

Set B is equal- to Set A.

Name the members n Set B.

13

greater than





tiliVtaFAE
' `:4 "-,:-t, ._ .

John took-!4.-hike with hiu mother, and father.,

.Tgiiii "kepi 1.-rieiiiii6f titi-diffeent:biida-ilip,
4-4:`Re'kept a-- record-of the difreren,,blr4s his father _paw v ..F

Set Vis
J.the

set of different
.

birda Johns mother

IrObrin 76:n7w -sparrowi

Set 13 is -the set :rent
birds Johnis father _sew.

To find all trip=different birds. John'

_and Set B together. Our Set is now-

parent

hawk bluejay
wren . eagle

Set p

we put Set A

This set
We wrfte:

crOw,'sparroW4 hawk, on, blue jay

the union of Set. A and Set B,

ALP Urob.ln,,crow, sprrbw, hawk, wren., bluejay, eagle

.

We read ALIB: the union of Set A,and Set B.

Youciass Chose some committees a party.

The committe to select the'games was Set G.

The committee to buy the prizes was Set P.

G = [John, James, Helen, Susan)

(John, Irene, Phyllis, Samuel)

The two feom ittees- met together. What pupils attended

meeting?

GUP = [John, James, Helen, Susan, Irene, Phyllis, Samuel
. , ,



shows rooms

101

SET`C

102 103 . 104

cams °101; 102, 103, 104 have windows

he building.along,ene:side.:o

1-0m6-404, 107-, 108 have windows

ng another side or the building.

C si (101,-402, 103, 104

104--;,---10; 106;7-107, a.-

We_ writes CUD q.01, 102,

We read: The Union of,Set C

are _101, 102,-103

10b

AL_
108

103, 104, 105006, 107,1108}

and Set D is the set whose members

104, 105, 106,_1071 101

--Eddie- is =learning to -play the _trumpet - and the piano-.

--7_Nrs-gratotice soheduls-looks like-thib.

Sunday I ondar esday- Wednesday Thursday Friddy. Saturday

_-______ =win_ _-_TRUMPET. _Trani:PET__ TRUMPET , ___

131.410 PIANO PIANO PIANO
_

`Set is the set' of days that Eddie practices the trumpet.

Set P is the set of days that Eddie practices the piano.

(Tuesday, Wednesday,. Thursday, Friday),

(Monday,. Tuesday Wednesday Thursday)

-"The union,of Set T andSet P is the set of in the week When _l

Eddie praotioeW the trumpet or the piano or both.

We write:

TUP onday, TueSday, Wednesday, ursday,.Friday)



_heunion_

rdog,:duck, horse,-pig)-

(c*4-herse,..-duck, horse, pig)

(oat, dog, cow, hen-,"duck, horse, pig)

Set X is the union of Set A and Set B. We write
0

(10, 20, 30, 40, 50)

9c); loo)

Which one of these sets is the union of Set R and Set 5?

Acia-f7o-,4-907-110T-23o, 150 -'--

90,,E10., 50, 4o,



of odd numbers between 6 and 12., izipyand'

is the set of 94d numbers less- than 7. Copy an

and Ft.j m

. s e set of even numberb- t n-90-and 100. C

finish: R

-----Sit-SA,s-the-set-of-whole.numbers- eatim-than,

than 6.
C

popyand-fini

Set T is the set of whole numbers between 65 mid 66 Copy

-and finish: T

Set W is the set of whole numbers larger than ,9 and less

than 11. Copy and finish: W and. TUW

-39. Set X set_of,counting numbers between 25 and 30. ,Co0

A
Set is the set-of-even numbers between 25 and 31. _Copy and

finish: Y-

18

and XUY

c



Alice

Betty

Kqn

Sue

To

Set A

Ellen

Ken

Joe

Sue-

-Wendy

Set p

Some ch dren'are'members of both set-

The,children,who are members of boW
_

This set may be written (Ken, Sue

This set is galled the intersection

write El (ken,. Sue).

of Set A and:Set.B

A And -t B.:

r ,



IlareetS;

. A '
40::=.,_ .'apd.endi with 30.

--_,,,-,_!,,,,,I.4_,__11.-.4.4.,.1,- !,.:.-..a.
-

(5-ra ;-- ---520 254 7
d---

, -

rItat

,

- - "tt!

'AA

iS the set of' numb
, -

rdAge_usb when_we,00Unt'-by
A --

ing,ithi0ind ending with 50.
-_:' , -''',;;--3'

'a ' 17, .7:-':_ 7 I a . a - '
I , '1 ' , .7 1,a,

(10, 20, 30, 40, 50)
.A.A.,A x.,, , A_A, - =-A-,-.----AA- -,---A ,,,A.A-,--: -A. AWL, .., - -,, 1-1.1,,,,,,,A,......

k *le_numbera. that are members of both sets X and Y,are-10,'

_____511.0.ioprkqtApn_o_set X apd Set 1.a the optc10, 20, 30
AtAAsAA._,

- - = ,

,_1 r
We. write: xny = cio, 20, 30).

[0, 2, 4, 6, 8,10, 12, 14, 161

e,

-Set J is the pet of even numbers less than 17'.
:_,-,

"---- SetAtis the set of.odd numbers less than 17: ,,- , -

There are no numbers that are members of both Set J and

Set N.

The intersection of Set 3 and Set K is the set ( ),

We write: Jrlic (

I



- 'Uirr

- : 2,- "

- -

,41Wr ." - , 7414

ane,tra in- ,-biaye 1 e _

,

r ,

se,eetra-:-is_,--the interaectipn of Set A and Set B?
-7 r', ' ',"----'01-1,4

ax', w taxi -,,-Itagon, airplane, bicycle)
,

f
n \ N-' t':-#.'!?

aa ,
bodt,1 train)

,

,'Set R Is,e intersection of Set A and Set B. We

-Write An.B'Es fi.
) 4 '

la I: 3- ; aqaa.;ar.kpla; -4'1,1a;,7

" D 13, 17, 19, _231-

B% (9, 11, 13,, 15,:17, 1_ 21)

-.11/hicih-one-of-these s 4-is_theLint ers ea tion-of_ Se_t_D-and

,P (13, 17, 19, 23, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21)
(93 --11-3 -15,-19, 21-)

= (17;13)

q,

(t*,_ b, s, n, a

:Which one-6f these sets

14.

the intersection of Set G and SetR?

b, d, m, n, P,

" Copy and finish: anti

21

r, e,

_ fT

,-



Otit, p# odat

I g, r u.
g, ri Ieg -n

a,. n, 0

-Copy- and fifils LIIM.=

=

'54;_, 8,- 8f, 63 )

DA: 49 73, 5p,___18,, 95)

Copy and finish: NnO

I r

Set P is the set of whble numbers 'less than 7.

Copy,and-finieh:, Pia
r

= -

=-r.gsgggg

Set-Q-is -the-sei-of-whole_flumbers_betwaen_5 ,and,, 12.

Copy and finish: Q

y,andssfinish:' P

a a of whole.nt bers large h

tan4

COPy-andfinish:

Set the set of numbers between 36

even numbers

Copy and S

espy_ R
-

RUS'g=1

and 46_ that are not



eien-mumbers-lese 12.

numbers less than -20 and larger than 10.
2

bprsbepses30' and 20.

ole numbers lads than 17 and larger-than 15.'

V

set'offiumbers between 30 and_ 40 that are larger than 60.

itimbers,are there iii the set of letters of our

Hire is et: (Tuesday, Thursday ). Describe this set by

writing on your paper: This/ ii a set or

se that have no members-.

iature of a set. Then describe tile 'set by

-a-set:of:

his set in pour owrf wor4s:

A wi (54 10 15, 20, 25)

r



1

excise
.

d mes is a' set Within .

e =4 rNri teal St Eitee coins'

6, 7, 9, 3.0

df, all _counting -aumbers
.

a. picture -to show that Set =A is a set within Set B.

lKa Airroke-aja-teS set-within-a -set- for -eaohof th

following:__

o,

,(17Ord C*rtolet, Plymouth, Ramtler, Cadillac

5. (The set of holidays in a year)

15 . Write the set of v wets. Call this set
subset _of Set A .

7. Set C o the set of a
Write a subset of Set C.

Set A. Now write a.

yes in the United States.

X the e_ of dim Ve pan say Set X is a se

all

he set of 'counting numbers .

15, 9 175)

Sets -a of Set y

is, the set of. all odd numbers Make up a subset o_



,oat, mouse)
,

es,,Set:X,equal Set Y?

_ _

Set ,D

(mouse, oat, horse dog

is the 'set 'of 'whole nu- mbe -er than

than Set- -E in equal to -Set Nhme _the ''members of
,

and less

-Set

Here are some seta

for exercises
-:.- .

5-7.

F

G =
_

(2,

,

4,

2

\6,

8

2,,

6,

8 .6

(8,

(4

(6,

1, 2)

'6 .1)

8,,4)

equ o- what seta

Are Set H and -Set L equal

sets are equal to Set .IC?
4

A (2, 4, 6, 8) Set- D 1s. the

than 20. Which is odrfect? Set A

Make up':s set. Call t0 B4O SetX.. Now make. up a

fa:equal to Set X,

Set B



I-

v ?tth he-Lfirat,fiv letterb of the_ alphabet.'
,

the labt five lett of the alphabet.

=

-r -



5, ,-6j- 8

CUD'-=

d, IC

tlf,

:.

10, 0, 25) F
.

= .C310, -.:55, 40, 45)

onr1W2thiWkets-re'the- union ot-het E L and Set-P?
- ..

1-10,_g0,_?5,_45i 50; 55 60,, 70)65, 7

(45, 40, 35, 30, 25-,-20,t 15, IC, 5)

_ _

2, 4, 6 13, 10) J = (3, 6, 8, 12)

-e the members of the union of Set H and Set J.

eV-Iris el' set df-6dd nUthbers-between 10 and/ 16;

Set L is the set of even numbers between 10 and, 20.
.

- Copy-and-finish: KUL--=
4

- -

Set R is the set of whole numbers betWedh 47 and 48.

S 'is the "set of Whole numbers lai.ger than 15 and least3 t

17.

a fin h:

.4+

EUY -:

tww

f w -3,



e o et T. and."Bet

u C `,and AP Write the members 'o

betwetn 20 -and 21 Set N
betWeen -6,,and 8. Copy and-

- , 4r r



40

1 , 2

'S (1, 4, 6i-

u

= Set-i-sil.the- -intersection
..

merqbei:st'Of_Set E.
a 4

of 'Set C -Eind Sel D., _Write the
4,11,

R 10, 15; 20, 25); S - 10, 0, 40]
Write..'"

. _ the
--4

Se T is- the intersection o Set &and Set

emberiLot_sert4. _

, ..1
r.

Is the set of 'thS first- five counting 4410is Set Y. .
% . ' , I

tPs --6-the-iiKOOdd numbers-betWees--41and 12c-- ---Set-Z is-the--7---
; , .

.

inters:SctioCof Set-X--asd..Set,-L-_.4-WriteTte7t0AbersTof Set Z.

dogs, :bats, nice

horses, , cowsi, do---
inidh:

. _

Copy apd

h, a,,



desk dhair:ipenoil)
bOak,A.tablet,',.desk)

fiish:/Copy and n
.

ae chalk chair

1

CUA-3.

C B

;BUA

Set 2K as two me erg

18. Copy and finish:

ounting numbers

'Set S is the set
py and'finialt

-Copy- and finish:

ount ing numb

Rns
Rus

the ssat or all even numbers between
a numbers between 1

'4)



GROUPING IN BASE FIVE.

Chapter 2 ,

NUNERATION

Otir numeration system is sometimessystem

This means that we group-in sets of ten. The base
,

tail system-uSes only ten symbols. These are 0, 1, 2, 3 4,

j:,! 6.9. 7, 8, and '§. We can write any nunieral by using the

ones of these, ten symbols that wo need.

is picture shows how:the-base ten syStem is used,in

writing-numerals :LOn-your -paper7write_the_letters a, b_,

d, e, and f. Beside each letter write the numeral which

belongs at that- place in the table.

Group these objects Now many
into Seta- of ten. of ten are

there?

Now many.-
gle objects

are there
remaining?

:ow do you
e the base

en numeral?

XECCOCCCOC.

MCOCOOCXXX
MIQOCCOOC

What would our numeration system look l kevif we

jmild' a system which uses sets -9f h_ve? Of ourse,

five system we would group by sets of five. Examples

C, -s and D Show howwelcan do thi.

A, B,



uS -put these objects-An

sets of five. WS find ons 6

of five and :four single objects-.

pie
In is picture have two

sets.of five ects.e ch-and

.three Ingle 6b ee



,pcamnle, C:

How many sets o£ .five are there?

ny objects remain?

fives and-

ones.

How many sets of five are there?

How many objects remain?

We have fiveb -and.-



Group the e objects How many sets. How many single
into liettf'of of five are there? objects= are .there

remaining?

00000 0000

xxxxx 'xxxxx xx

yaw a set of objects that Will show 3 Ives' one

aw a set of objects that will show 2 fives and
P.,

Draw a e objects that wiii. sh6w +. f vesu i
d





-

BAsVPrvs 'NOTATION

era 1

ones

ones

five ones

1 five and one

ve and 2: one

five and ones

fives and 0 ones

fives, we.0 place-value and symipo B toy

and 4 in oider to w e

n-



.There iS n

e nne five .

,his_ -thevtwn-place

zero, ase fiVe."

are no nes.

One-place ymbol in the base five ystemrto

We regroup 'five Ones. as one five,' We write.

numeral .10five. This is read, one

0 .'is in the ones place to show there

in the fives place Rio show one groUp

ok -a the six x on the chart.

How many -sets of five are there?

:How many xis remain?
M1

Row is the base five numeral written?

Row is thin base five nUmeral read?

Suppose you have nine objects.

How many sets of five are there?

IPA., Many. objects remain?

Row would you write. 'base five numeral?

Held -this base five numeral ,

Think about thirteen objects.

How many -'sets of five are there?

How many objects remain?

'How would you write the base five numeral?

Read- this base five numeral.

37



-Skercise Set

se exercisea-haa three part
swer=fOr:each part as is.done for number 1.

.-Ldoic.at the e Objects,
41.0,i7 X .0

How many sets of-five are there?

HOW-many objects remain?

the base five numeral written?

ok at ,these biebta.

X. A 0Z 0 C!« 'V =I 0

Hbw'many sets of five are the

b) Hod many obje

How is the bas

k -at these obici
El A-

remain?

ive numeral Ar

Of-five are there

-HOw many objects remain?

the base five numeral writ

Thnkabo eight dogs.

How many sets of five are there?

Row-tapy.of the eight dogs are not in the set b

,Ebtl is the base five numeral for eight written?,

'Think .about nineteen cats.

How many sets of five are- there?
. ,

How many of the .nineteen cats are not in a set of five?

How is the base five numeral for nineteen written?



ti

Exercise' Set

rCopy and complete this chart. The first exercise is done-for you.

oup these-letters How many Seta

nto sets of five. f five letters

are there

How -would

.youmrite

he base fINW

numeral?



Eiereise=Se

Copy and comple

you are to do.

ehdrt. Ilumher

fiber of Sets of pbjeCts,no
objects five aLset of

:sh whdtows

Base fiVe
numeral

11
-e=

10



GROUPING Ale OTItTXpg I1

LCount'twenty objects. Anpwer the following qUestiOnsl,

a. Group the twenty objects into sets of nine.:

a) How many sets of nine are, there'T

HoW many objects remain?b
. .

How many nines and how.many:rOnes

Group the twenty_ objects into-.sets of eight.

a) How:many sets-of--eight-are-there?

b) How many objects remain?

ny 'eights and how

y: objects into sets of
,

ny,pets,',De seven are there

_How many objects remain?

How many sevens and how many on

Group the twenty ,Objectd. into sets of

4

a) How Many sets of six are there?

'b) HOw many objects remain?

How :many sixes and how

:h theie

to of nine =thc

many objects. are

a) 20 g.,-nine

b) 20 a eight

equal twenty?

ise' ,..yo4,should thinic of how

in twe nty objects. Then think how

ni.
3) 20 -----seven

d) 20



Wri ethp base ,five numeral for each of'Plese exercises.

4. 1 = -----five

in base ten, thenutriber:cfob e _ which s-meant
L _

=

each Of tilese base five numerals. ,

object
.five

13
.

4. } 0five /»_x pbJects

Jects. objects
*five

bbd
-

33flve
.

2 41five .objects

. .



Here are some ;picturee-of 18 - xls. They are

different way' s. Tell- how they etie' grouped.

numeral. The *first example is done .-for you.

grouped in

hen write the

2., .,Groupt '`3 x into the follo.ing sets. Each time think how
,

many sets hr are, and how many remain,: Then write the
number.

a). Sets of eight
b) Sets of seven

Ses of nine
d)- Sets Of six



lited._iceraise Set 7 you will Ode

:Very much 11; Set 7 Here- we %want

th

e -- on sour pap u t .!:t14nI of t1 gym,

the next. to they last row of the table in

d 'see 'how we can find what numelials'i!t4 e

use -_n feral,._ -Sevens ea se n_Numeta

20 , ,.._ &

base ten numeral is 20. Think, 20 3gis madet

eon your p --do\'not. make thew= just think o them.liNext

--!--,---------think-ohow-many-sets_of_seven_there are In 120 . Are Ith:er
.t 1 -.t '4

,IIASt 2 sets of seven each in 20? Yes..r. Also there ate 6
, , .

ones left over. How can you -make a, record of this in the
table? -Y9u can put a _2 belovi Sevens and a 6 under

Then below Ease- Seven Numeral you can write the num al N.Thich

sevenmeans 2 sevens..and . 6 ones. -pThis numeral cis 6

Then the next to the leap row of the table will look ,like ;this:

-e Ten Numeral Sevens .:4; ies s Seven moral

20 " 2 26:seven



, Win;' =I _eiaS
A * Sixes Ones Base Six humeral

t

1
a'

,

Fours Ones Ease F-- erl

limalEME
14

r----

2.-11
__; --:-

g

Base erar Eights Ones
4.6

Base Eight feral

.._.., ,_ _ -
,

1 6 4

19
--_

,

,

4.
-- _,_ *

e Ten ,Numeral 'Sevens Ones' Base Seven Numeral ,



_bers the= s

atAkulAmiifai.%

-rite ----on -the:- chalkboard to name the -numbe

f halls?,
Is each of these numerals a name for seven: 13 tone_

21 , 12- 11_three five s
_

.Yee, they are. Some of ,=here

\1P

166674,611.66, 1£16.

- -

numerals are the, kind of 'names YOU have been' studying in this

unit. They are all good names. Also ,these names are sometimes

'used for seven: VII and TM II

There are still other names for sayen.
these a name for seven: 8 1, 3 + 4, 10

Thera are many mom ways that we may name 7. What are .some

of- the -mines?

- 3, 5 + 2? Yes.



0 + 1

!rept names for 8.

eu_ ditifOia

Write four :different

4..._,,write_foun-different,

Writer four' different

Write our

nes ror 27.

names' for 64,

-names __fdr

names for 163.

ireht namei-3-378.

names for 500.



;Let us j see SOW many, ways We can ,think of for

naming`the-n*ber==_ 457. -In i.eninank

ones, tens snehundreds.

457 = 457,, (pep

hundrsdS4,5 tens + 7 4ones
+

hundreds + 4 tens 17 ones.

457 = 3 hundreds + 15 tens + 7 ones

457 = 3 hundreds 414 + 17 ones

457 = 45 tens + 7 ones

457 = 400 4-50 + 7

Exam Ole The'number 4,605 can be renamed' in many ways.

Ones,. tens, hundreds,, and thousands can.be used in

"
renaming. -'

d'605_1=4,605
ones.

4,605. 46 'hundreds + 0 tens 5 ones'

4,605 = 4 :thousands + 6 ,hundreds + 5 ones

4,605 F 40, tens + 5 Ones

4,605 . 4,000 6004 5

4.-;605- 14,000 I.:5



d,as 3 tens + 4 ones.

,renamed -as 2 tens + 14 ones

_tens _,+_

y be renamed as 1 ten + '24 pnes.

be -renamed-as 3 hundreds + 5 tens --y- 15- ones I-

365 may be .renamed as 35 tens + 3 ones.

5 h U n d rede tang -+ 15' '-'oneis.

'key' be renamed as 3 hundreds '+ 6a, tens + 5 Ones.-
,be rename as 18 tens + 14 ones

- ,

y bes-`renamed as 1 hundred + 7 tens + 14 ones.

els e .Pr la. through

ten numeral.

11. Six hundreds + five tens + three ones

12. _ Three hundreds; + -twelve tens + eight ones'

_ 13. Nine hfmareds four tens + fifteen ones

14,_ 4 hundreds + 17 tens + 8 ones

.15. 7 hundreds + 5 ens 4 .:.a6

write ;the base

=16-. 8 thousands + 6, hundreds + 3 tens +



"e

el

ens + ones.

-.tens +- 14 2.ones.-
T

ncti';'44s tens,



ha_tollowing,as a- base ten numeral

eda...+Ifive,tens + six ones

6,thousandi +__three hundreds + seven ens + five_

: °nee

Six_hUndreds + twelve-tens + thirteen once

d Nine hundreds + thirteen tens +fatirteen ones -

hundreds,+ 14 _tow



n es

oo' +_ l6©+ 7_

Seven plus four hundred'

0,6

9o_+- Zo,+

2. _ lnswer Yes or

3'p 729 is 37_ 4sh plug

hundreds. plus.forty
1

Oleo

'ye lade- oneia ;tie

Write the bane ten n a or each..

a) Pive thousa,ndb undreds + eight tens + three' ones,

b) 3 thousands:, + 16. tens ÷- 5 ones.,-

o ) , 6 thousands '-'÷ 15 iiinidreds 4--. 2 + ones,___
...

d) 8 thousands + 4 htindreds + 4 ens + 16 ones

e) 9 thousands +. 12 hiandreds tens + 14 ones
,vg



heide

l number_, the 'first 'place an the

sec ondsChe tens I 'plaoe; _and =the

iiee The fourth- position is the thou ands
-ten-thousands I and , the ---sixth.-in

se.

10 onesilire the same as 1 tens
,

-; ,'`tens a'e the same as 1 hundred;
-.r

10 hundieds are the a dame as 1 thousand;

tbansands are the same as .1 tee thousands' ,.

10 -tom. thousands are the same- as:, hundred thous
'f A

Name-

In the numeral shown on the chart each has a different'
osition Tell the plaiip'yalue of each 2.-



-no O. read- the namee

u- rea_d'large num y as`, six digits_,

:the 'three digits at the -rki t are: Separated From

ej other 'a comma, aa in 222;2

'03,:,j,thes.,, digt s -to _the,;;We

many, 'thousands -there are;-'itliel,InUm

o ttie , r1 t of thez comma .661.1814w es there-are;

We' rea 222, 222 as "two hundredtirenty-;two:thousand;

609. -The

named--by the digits

,--
- ...1%

two !hun d twenty-two." We read 7-47609'4th., l'rseiiii

gusand44,six h- --ed nine." Notice that the':

its not used in reading pumerals like _these.



ntyseVen = Answer4

twenty7eight

eight'
_g

5;2507 1V-01-theu Sand two 1)uridred -five' 2-

iye hundred twenty-five

five thoUsand,-onehundred fifty

d five thousand, two, hundred fifty

002 ..s.) peventeen_thoiisand o hundred

seVenteen thousand,

seventeen thousand, twenty
on.4. hundred seventy thousand ,

r.,

156;9116' girtsr761x,,-thoUpand4 nine hundred

orty- six,

one -- hundred six

hundred forty;.
. .

on hundred Y-8

. .



d,eightirm 1

ousand

6-11nnd d eight:th usand twb hun- g

on, two liundre

in--h -dred,thousand flight hundred twerity

one hundred eigh'tmi two
0- n #

0)

one,hundred thousand; seven'hundred,
V

5eveiity

one hundred thousand, BeVen-
4

thousand,one thousand, seven

three-hundred fil:ty-siX. tionsand;-eight

hundred:forty-three,

three, hundred sixty-five usand,-eight-
___,

f J ,

hundred forty-three -
. ,

," three.hundred sixty-five thousand, eight

'.-110hdred thirty-four l `,'

three hundred sixty-five, millia_, eight

-hundred forti-three
_ _

".twentytwo thousand, two hundred twenty-two'

b) two hundred twenty-two thousand; twentytwO !

two,hundred twenty-two million, two

d) : two hundred two thousands two



thousand-, seven hunclred..fifty-six

, . .

Forty -seven thousand; slx hundred four

Forty thousand one randred twer; five
_ .

'3. Three .hundred fifty-one thousand, five -hundred ty-f our
- "

Forty thousapd, fqrty,

TWO hundred .fifty thousand, f if ty-e

-Seven;hundred fifty -,six thousand, thirty

Ve-rhutidred -housand,-

our hundred -four- thousanC dour

thousand, six

=

20_. Sixty thousand,



cebER RELATIONS' ON TgE NUMEEE LINE

haVe, talked,aboUt the number We know that it
a line th points 'which have been *matched with

the..ee of whop -..nylinbers.'-rThe Point Zeid is et the left..
, .

- , .

you -tvlb numbers representdd on -a nuinber line; the
15 if

.

one;t the is large4 than the one t he left

wing-re ,number-line eve o.Lahoki _&int -

Is lateledr, zero? Of course we , do mot. It possible--

o show just a=part of t thd number ne. 1g, we start with

the ;tallest whole number, then we stAre with zero . 'But ., if'
A V0

1 e label the firet point 132,4- hen the nextipoints to the
-

.

, .

t

prew a number

tbrpugh 270,

Nereies et

lihqishowing the wklolenUMbers

Ic'e f th'e f li,owing exercises;- find the point

representing the two numbers on _the. line.' Write the

missing numbers on your' -paper.

5,1,4

266- and 258.

Is less than

is to the left of

is to the
t

Tight

58





SOME NEW SiillEOLS.
V.

e-utua4Y.write ' -5%:equal uein the' equals. sign .

ad.:otlwriting--oUt the 'word -"equals We writel;

We have another sYmbol which called the "les

sign. leiethan 3 " w write

We :elfo have a "greater

rester than 3 we write

2 < 3.

than' aign. To write I 1

Complete the-following statements with han or

eater

5 < T Five is , seven.

12 .9 Twelve is nine.

L 0 < 1 Zero is
=

one,

6 > p six is zero

201 > 198 Two hunared one is one

hundred ninetyt-eight.

327 Five it

twenty-seyen.

6o

* 1

three hundred



ercise Set,U

each of these sentences in the Choi

n-ten, <MAMPLE: Seven is les

is, g bate n-zero.

e

t n thirteen.

1` y7_ greater than twenty-one.

way.

-Twa.-hundred ity is. lessthan three hundred sixty.

Three hundred fifty-nine is greater than two hundred

ninety-seven.,

Tko htindred sixty-two is less than three hundred.

ite the numerals 1 to 12 in a column on your paper. Write

If >the statement is true and F if the statement, is. false.

120 :< 9

5 . 299 > 617

`4- -4 426- > 425

.0 <. 10. 629 <.89

30.<.17 11. 513 > 377

. 52 >-49 12. 201 < 210



eileiee_ Set 16

entenee _below Fill in the
giestetes

ent.

+ 7 -(n - 2 )

1 + (5 ± 3)

2 X 5)

(12 '+ 50) 50

(20 + 15) (10 + 25)

9 (8+ ) ±2 (7 + 5) +2

10 (24 x 7)

- 7) +



-'-JUST -FOft 'FUN

a copy of tbis guzzle- arid fill

o

A.

C.
F.

Across
Two hundred seventy-phree
Another name for
1 mosre than 4

ones
eights and 2

(60 + 3) + (3:1- 3
J. .46 hundreds_ -;.17
L.: ? is 2 'grouPs
N.- 4 nickels and 7

k

tens, + -8

O.

P.
R.

y.

X.

3: x ) 9

more. than 701

3400 50:9. t 60.--F
539

my In ehee: e44al! One foo
. .

.-'an-Other-..name

Four th
three
4239;
1 ten a
720 e Try e,

?3, four
eds +

ens' -1-14 17,lc*
r.tenR Atzd twelve on

h

1.7
12'

22 ?



PROPERTIES_ AND 'TEC IQDES 0_ -.ADDITION AND 'SUBT

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

.

How many members are in A?

1404- -many membSrs are e

;-1-16i4i many members ,are in the ,urkttin of

end: Sir p?

to AUB

have no



-Set G is 4 se

grade.ro'qm.

nine year -old girls in a fourth

y, betty, Jean, Helen

13. is a set of girls in this same room

brown n-h in
Lihda,-BettSr Helen, Sandra

What is the number of membe

o,have

Nancy]

s or Set 0?:

What is the number.of meMbers of Set" B

What is the number of embers of 01)B9

We could not add 4 and 5 to find the numbe

members. of the union of these two sets.

We. camuse.addition the number.of_dlements in

. the union of two sets only if the two seta have no

common membexs.



Exercise e

nmiter.each:AuestAbn-,Perefu;iy.

dog, cow-, horse,.. pig, turkey) .

0,111,cken rObip;, -eat, Pig)

e humbet of members of Set F

b) The number of members of Set G is

---The-:'hilfriber of member of FU G is

.'Whycouldnit.ure. add the number of members of Set and

,

the:number-of members. of -Set G to get the number of

Members o PUG?

d,

-r

What -is number of mpmber aof K?

Could yOu add the number of members of Set J and

the ,riumber Of members of Set k to tind the:an er?

Why.

u, r, t, hl

(g, r, a. d, ej

is the number of members of MU

There are 8 members In Set R.

There are 5 members in Set S.

No members of Set

What- is the number of members of RU

How did you find your answer?

R are members of Set S.

t.



Set E' embe

Set F bas embers, none of hich are members

What, the number of be in -ELJ F?

12, 13, .14

15, 16, 17,

The nilMber. of emh s _in WU Y la



ADDITION, AND THE NUMB LINE

.
. -

A part Of the number line between'two points. is called

-a Yine segment. For example the part' of the line between the

pointlibelled and the point labella 6 is -awned -

-11-the---1,ine-segment--from-3 to_ 61! The4)oipte _ _

and 6 ''-beltsni to this line segment. name some other line.

segments by looking. at the number line above.

We can use :t number, line,And line Segments to help:us

picture. tht_addition of numbers:

,_This_picture helps us u.see" ha 4 + 6 = lc)

JO

We .first draW the curve to picture 4. Next-, we draw

the curve to picture - 6. We start this at and go 6

units to thd right. Then we draw the curve from 0 to 10

to picture the,suM of 6 and 4.

ure -of 3 +-6.-7: 9 might look, like this





4-----* -I 1 IP- a i -ato
0 1 : 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 to

What cicies this pictUre_suggest to you

Use a numbal4, 1 ne to



ODITION'ANEISUTACTION4S,OPERATONS

-Addit,iOnarideubtractiOn opxati.ons of mathematic

u tiplicatlon And ditrision4re also-operations. These. fOur

-
operations are called the basic operatiens.

AnOPerraUonvon two numbers is a'wayof thinklngabpUt,

umbers and gtting 09e and- one'numbe_ _

a-LoPt 9, 4110

Whwy we think.

are qdding, :Wp write. 9 +.

Hen think atm. 9, 5 -anc et 4, we are sub

asubtraet'ingi orderlofl e-tWo
.

If numbers are 5 9numbers is important.
.

here. whole number for 5 -

-rise Set 3

'llumbervfrOM: '12- on yoUr paper. Write the

rreep:--muieral_or=word:`,t0-cOmplete this cbart'.` The

exeroiselki'-done for

_uMbeve
-Operated On

you

7

9,

10, .

10, 2

0,

Results
Operation'
Used

12

8

5

20

9

7

'Addition-_
, -

Subtraotioh

Subtraction



entence,q

icalAtentence.,
tatements like those

_

call d Mathe

A:--jnEithemitical-

nee can be ,----true or falpe.,

a) Is it true thatki--. 6 + 4 10? .

out numbers

Licit. true that 9 - 3 22

`Is it true ;that 7 + -6 12 ?-

Is it true that 10 - 10 X le .9?

-Are :6-4 -4 and 10 different names -for the

number?-

_
---Are-these-Fnames-fpr_the-same- number:-

.
._

-'.4----7-1-1, -: 1,4 9 -+ -0?,,- r--- 4?
. . ,. .

(c) The base-ten numeral for 9

base ten numeral for: 17 -

__31,

is What is theNg,-

12+ 5, 9 - 0?

3.. Write some other rmatiematical , sentences;

Mary said, "IOM thinking of a number,_ The number is the

result of -adding 5 and 3. Of, what number am I thi
.z.- __.

B9b sdid, "Let's A.11,Mary's-numbe n. Then,

result of adding =5 and 3

then 5 + 3 - h."0
Statements. like, those in Box

laithe

are also called mathematical
;-:



If 15'+ .25
n 2 2Q0 20

at is the base ten numeral foi n in each of

, n Fatercise

If n = 7) is 11 M 3 or As. 11

2, e 17 or is

which -.0 are different names fbr_ _ _

12 2 n

7



a mathematical sentence.

ou--thinkJoan is right? Draw =a

o-show -wh = ou_ think -Zs

=_ amid:,, 76 - is a: n thematical aentence.

true." Dp you agree.with Bill? Draw a

picture r model to show why You think as you

thematicalsentence is true.
It is true because 6 + 7 and 13 are- different

names- for _the_ same _nu nber

The mathematical sentence
.

6 4- 7m 12 i3O not-

It is not true hacause 6 + 7 and. 12 are-

forerent names for the e number

=Bome..

e of -eac Cher atical _sentence.

thEit is true.

-8 19 12.

9 14 23 26 21 =, 74

11 4- 1 = 11 33 - 1

13 .8 4 62 + 6 122

3 '= 6 _78

_



al, sentence

.a n - 2 =

at'.number muet n represe

f'_ -you -said; -1c would you be, correct?

Pn is 12 Ould- you be correc

Olould it be.Oorrect to say,,h- n m

-8 4:

,represents. tie number 3, which d

then

f

these sentences.

are true?

'(d

(b), 8 .4, n m 10 , (e) 6 -'n

(c) .a =-6- _.(r) - nbe_

- re n oethese7are--trfte-mtithemikics-1-sentences?,
9

n 9 16

av

(a) What 14,1mbert

a true- m_

8 n 12

2-

hat 8 + 4 m n

,

kb ) What nOmber is xl6precienteti! by_ n aro that
r

ri 11 291.p. a e mathematical. sentence?1

7. # What ,n1.1

-3 -I- n

tke form in. ox
a- 0

iAorppresented,by n''sp that_i
is.e. true Aentence? You may use

A' _to write yours answer.'

What number is 80 that 2 + n ='7
-

--Sentehce?:- Write=your:-anawerin_the same form_tliat_ -

a true

_,yoU used.. ih exercise 7.



,

.Exerei- e-Se

-1

Nekt toY e -1.5.bn,-Yciu,14, pa. e

- e e c e 0';.:nlimeals ,, apda:themati_ 'ord,
c.

e orii0 letelthi 0. ,eh t,-,.e: The first-. ne, ,

a8

t.4

D14/1
rir C

41ht.

Mii la 0-Wei...a On

. _
15. '' '§, 2 :Suhtra, ri* i. _L..____7:La

.-. ,.. , . ' _I

..1,' 77
..,-.



DDIT'ION'TAGTS
.v..

are, _, pr______5,_ ,a,_ $edto
. _, .,__. L__5

plui ;., Is. -ill., . or :9 piti6; Aqua 1-4',,

4:, '
F

e
,..' 4

qua 1
..

,. ,

:-eist6h.of.tkiese eXamp es tell. rhich niaMbera re, a "ds
. , wt 40i,

11 the sum. -irt

7 ----

0 20=

h, h

know all the 'addition faorts ;4;

:in-completing the chart on the next

addition. Chart.: To begin, .you, add to-,

-inv-theLleft each of the numbers

.the al* under the' number wh-ch- wad added

0 and Trite 0 Under zero;
_ .

nder and -so on Make a copy o

.,-next page and.finish it.
-



t,

4:1. :apar

ttt?-t

==,

tit



numbers iri the bok

dorie` you know: the ,

shOtad be abl

epa11'''a1-1''addition facts given

d ition chart-. Here are a few ideas

aet IOU forgot some facts.
,

-ete these -- statements
, .

Because' 7 + 7 14, 7 + 8

Because 6 + 6 s 12; 6 +,7

Because 5 + 5 10, = 6 4: 5-=

Becilase 8 + 8 16, 8 + 7

cu- kmo 6 8 -= __ do . you:_ find ,61-_9?

Wa:r..4,wdio-

..r.-.am

You know' 13. -How 'do you. find 9 + 5?
4

9 16.... How do youfind.,__P

Coiiii:dee_tlipde statement_

-.-BecaUsa 1(3'-+ 9

.Becau e 10 18,

Becaupe-. .7.=+ -9

-o-;-:i

44.
- .-o

e a gray. to 'add 9



LoOlc,atthe.ddition chart you made. Name the numbers.-

_in-each ofnihesets described below.

--1(a),- the A -are found-by_adding_

each of the numbers-in the-set-

(0, 1, 2, 3, 9)

b) The members of set B are obtained Wadding.

7 to each of the numbers in the Set

(0, 1, 2,

The meMbers of se- C are obtained by adding

'6 .to each of the numbers in the se&



Your answer for Exerc is e



-e,

0 TATIVE ',PROPERTY FOR

'Piet nd have. al:dime.''and :a, quarter. You are paying

or bookAgith Lthie quarter and dime. Would _

.

-Order-3) h coins to the clerk make_ an difference
_

are the Words:

.the result?'

and "N" _ to r.make two wci_

Aid the order, of the- 'letters change

Is the result the some for each

-L (b)

5. +-7- - 0--+ - 47 +

-Now are the sums diffe'rebt in

.113

Is-
.

Is

400 + 500

692 +! =

1,000,000

addition in:-

-0 .±:8,891,- =893: + 0.

= 500 +01-OVE

8 + 692?

+ 0-='0 + 1,000:000?

n- is g -whole_- n + 10 = -+ n?

ADDITION IS A COMMUTATIVE OPERATION

4

s_kairip IS -3 +. .5

5 -I: .3

.The sum is the same Wien
., , .

, u

is ohapged. So we. can writE
. . :

...,
. I ,

.

the order the addends.



eaoher,was reading to a- ass, "Whai number

reppesented by - n so. that 637 + 596 =n?" Jim d

lot- hear '- the `"( so he wrote, 596 + n.

tell= -h10 the ri-rst
;4J

rote, 596 §3.7 Will his resuli be the

barns as the 'pupil wrote 637 + 596 -= n.

Why?
I

-13 - 11 =11 - 13?

_ (k) 1s 20 - 10 = 20?

) If n

--n--=---20 -is __P

Tell what number

Which of the following are true mathe

18 11 - 11 + 15

b 203.41-401'= 200 1-4-

= 7 ÷ 4

+ 6 6 ÷ n?,

represents so' that n 6

cal sentencaas?

2,01 1-102 7i021

91.-÷:".19

1

g 10,
- _



al=- sentences

motive property?,

Write `the numerals for _whole

-nuMbe

1.---,

to eamplete this 'che;

*Operated On . Result
' A

Operation
"k ' Used

-1;' 7 , .% . A ,_ Additicn

7;: 3.5 _____ _ , :Addition -

,. *

7 , . -_ . Subtraction

gi

Is .th,rf a .Whole number' for each Fb1ai k?

why'?

BRAINTWISTER:

n _so that

What whole num er° represented!by n so that

12= - n - -12?

What whole numbers are -represented by k and .

-
y so that x y y.r+ .x?



CT ION FACTS

_Ubtractibn Ad the operatiombf _finding the usithown '

addend if we kndw the ,au d -one addend. For example if. ,

then

'addend: We subtract
.

n represents.
,

s oh ;addend and n -is the unknown

-12 .to. find the number-tha

t73733P

=

The names -.of the' parts
r.in a subtraction.

aentence are:
4,

_addend addend

You read subtraction like his:

ubtradted from.:/ 9 is
.

-,:;4I.ii...ea of these *examples tell which n
.1. e

and which number ie. the hum. _

,
C

. e

9= 6 n 4 5 13

__3 )- 3 1' n =; 12
tad -laxiw many .sultractidn- facts. We will call the chart

,
equals

which We list them subtraction. chart. Copy,th&ohaft on :the

-next page and fill it in'. . .... .

. . %

You ;begin with zero in the 'top rove. Subtract ,it from each '
I:

number in the first'_ '- For exampie, 0-0 . fame the
' e

3
'result '0, - to the right of the., zero that I's in' the first Column,

1 - 1.; write; 1 to the rikht. of the 1; and .so. on. Go on.

Toy -,get your answers, think like this f6r 8 - s )1whe.t, added
'

8 Ea6h of the numbers in the first co -Ts a- sine .=

All the -Other numbers in the chart are addends

rekee.3e
4



_...-.
4

i
..

4



o 1-ans e thguaato

-earchliow 'decreade_tcV:zero.

nutn era 'in-each-column increase?.

y-

Study the pub-time
seta or._numbers

)s:,111he -Members of set _X- aye

'-that' can be 'addends if the
6 .

.-_.

'The members of set Y

that can be addends if the,, sum is

dhart empty._

ion-chart you WritE

the only possi e numbers

ifThe members of set Z are he' only assible nfambe

that can be addends if the Sum is .

0
Y ,

..__ t_,

6. BRAINTWISTR: Use:your answer to Exercise .5

c) Y n Z -, (e,) 'X li_

(d) X u Y (Z) Y U Z
a): x n_

(b) X
1-
n .1Z



=', zy71L

I 4

k add hclivt,

:;16'8r :t

,
_

'You Imow

11

131 iii1
9 1 : 11. 32 131 1k 16 18

r------;t1What` subtraction =

=

facts , do', you-
. .

I
7

1 1 1'

771
1 II- 1

31 If -yoti, suptrao- : 0 from any number, wha \._''l thecriseti1t?_-- 1

, f I ' ' 1, 5 ,-- j ' 7.. ; 7 ' :

ii-': 7.ile*O`1-ttretin0 Ideas In case yoU-forget'sone-riet;---
_- , , , - l, .,,e,- , _ ,'' : , I .', iComplete these statemSnts: - 1

'
" .,-1,

(a)
. .

.B0.,:.- ',. (a)-,--cauSe--. 16- -i --_-16:- 7 mi; yi
. , . , .

,
,
tp_,, Because 15- - 8,---,v _-7', 1

t-_
9 ,,,,- ,.,-,:-' .._-,' :. ,:'.,- -,

7 1



stmt

any

_o _ng, him e

o 1y, he nupg? and-,

,11h. Fd 1-

the oilaratia --of Awbtracti-on`.

Write_ five of theak pe-ira

a

k kr



AWN,A4,t,_

e
71' 7'1,1

;kh,

and

a
, 7 7,4;-!;,- 1:

.±iic,,,.
, ..-:..

lieu -s-ntittil3ei a ne-'.-

k -2St' .-i-- ----iledis,:' han,,-,5t!i-s heoadael-
, 1

7,,,,,,,,,,-
,,,, ,,,

, we .,'.e,ary \add the n mhe -:to,
\ _ , ;,-; t , , .:- -.:,-- ',-

eat4 -',,, ,, .3- . , ? ton r ke t ' 0, 't
4.,

], '--
, ,,

rt.!,;.e:\;g'; :M r 4',1-
,."-

5
: :) :3 kk, is to Eithe, 1 rV OT- -.. 5 ,. i' n',.''.0e-z,1;t,--

her -t his

t
!=

iBrpat t

: '' , -..!t 4,, 4,1.,,

'Since 5., ;>'-2) -k 5, -,1s: to he -Itirriheir :11ne'4;,. We ' write : -,,2c.,-,:' 5,,--,
, ,, , _ , k '1 ',. "r,1,, ' ' 1 ',,'A'' ' ', ,'',,

`c_14* hf 0 2o :,tho nr.1 tn ber
-'- , .....70-.=t .,'_,4 ,, .

line-lin' 8i21-06';',,5'''> 3/

to the rg h,t: ; a, 'on the

bead, it- "71!2441 ede.
- . -_: f, J ,,, I. ,- 1 , ,,- ,-- ,i L ,1c.

5 4i, " ,11.,,,. ,: ' ; , ' ;,, ,T-±-14k. ° 1 , k ,

"33 is lese' It h0 5!r,' beecause -

e--,:cap add the huMbsr

..- . .1'1, SuppOse we add two whole ,`, 3 ' to get 5,- ad the'. _ , .Suppose

number anerneo_-the r, nuzpher,-f ,is tb the left of .5 .o-p, the
.;',q..., ...- ,_ ,.,._ ,. - ,,, ft , ,-, , .

., cv-,.- -, ,-. , , 6
' \ 1 \ k ' k

is , 0 0 We get 'a,-sum. The , ntirnher -1.1'ne. -We write 3(5 , '2,

, ' 2 ' ' 1
I \ . t a I

' 1
1

ft,-,.4., I_ sum-is ,greater_,.than either L j and __read it '__'3 id, Tes
,

,
,. , , ,- -4I _ ._--

,
, ,

3-

Of' the , -2 -,' munhers that we 't,han 5".

; The a number

tco-the right of -et-4

, the two numbers on e

=number line.

- , a

U4

4444

'Si

91:

,
4S

1

1, '' ,v 7';

,- ' ---- -1','''' ..-2--- ,--'





9-110 1 --1°

i 5S ,. rued 'i.b S U ggest Mi atheM41Oi' ca l

e e _ short ourves'abOve- he.number,line
;

hel,twOitelidS
,,

TIle.jone curve Suggeststhe sUrd.-
, 0

Snoes,:sUggested-are___

. .1

,Exercise SetiI1

4 -_ 1CP_ 11 1

Draw-a number _line as silownabove.i Draw, u

to suggest this mathematical sentence :4*-9

What-IS- the sum-'represented- by

b larg that) 4?

(c)4
is it larger, th 9?

-Wien two,whble numbers are added,

ed lines

the Vam

always larger than.eltlrer.addend?

.1f your answer to Id) s ""Ne give ar



curves-io suggest
.414

h 'name

on:

her pumbe,taLPreitented
, .

1

wn Addend, ileptedented by

hap the -sum ?,

Can; -an unknown addend ever be 0q462
.

3

'How many units must be 'sifolin on a nu:T:11(914

you,to..picture this math matical dente

12-- x

Draw' a flurlIbeirjine, Use curvs.:to sugge 12,

the number, represented by x,' -and 8 a:, 12
1 A

raw number lines.to suggest each of these mathematical

Se7tifeb--

r?_

RAINTWISTERS

Ilow---- any- unit ust. be shown on % a .number l=ine 0 ip.icturp
-;

-

-h math matical' ,sentence, 140 lip?
...

_o ma.nr..uhits-must ..terdhowp-onr-a umber-lin et piotur....,,
1

... ,-

-h mathematical sentence, ' p +.,'17.- .SO .T.

Row::: man runits must :.be. Shown- -ion--a,..-number-lind.' to- -pidti.r,e--,1
?

this etnatiAal zaontence', 'n!-..--2' 9 F 13?-,
.

1.
-.



'0111g-gaPS
a A,I,

ale& suggest k'n To 'answer, l'"Wh,

UnicnOwitiddend n in n + B ,.: 131' canl;
_ , ,

!What nuinber added to, 8 is 3.'? Can you alro' h-_ ,,'
n , ' iii,--1 minus 78?"' \

4T,elliii0:roReratibn to' use to answer, "What nu ber is

the ,unisnown addend ab each of these mathematical 2,
. e1

sentenoea lei, true-H In each:, tell which numbei-s are
, - ,

,Iaddends and which. Ida the sum: -Write your a era ".

. ltke :this: (a) 4 r) and 7; addenda; 1

(a) .n 1-, 7 -= -18

\BUM

36. 1'94

= 31549'

) p + 364

=

4
. /

The above number -line suggests 12 .-

pods 8 + n. = 12?

s the t4ntinown addend

r "What -iliamber-.:added:-to-_.: 8

2 minus7-8 ?"



a de

it 9.1/r,L4dclend'oSo each of thede-mathematical sentences

0 I 2 4 5 6 7 6 9 10, II

'5. The above number line pictures n 8 4- 4. Does it_

n = 4 - Er Also n r 8 Also

Tell the operation to use to answer, "What number he

sum so each of these mathematical sentences is t
,

a) x - 6 . . . la (c) y - 15 =, 2

(b) x - 10 + 6 (c1) y + 25

n?

mathematidal se



al Set e lwhich-bunbers are;_A-
e'dan-and which number is the sum. then tell what

,ion you would use to find the number that p

predents. ) is done for you.

.p:= -13 -

p and 7 are 'addends, 13 is the sum: SUbtradtion';,
(b) P_+ '800 = 743 (g) .813 p =-

-(c) 67 = 136 (h) P

p 411 = 247

What iiumber_ does p rep
a

sentence is :true?
) 10 + p -= 30

(b) 0 - p = .0

each mathematical

(e) P = 15 - 5

10 p =.10 ( y, 1 - p 15-

1



exercise. 9 is "Iota counting'.

I

thematicai sentenceusing 12,%-

1.
3111(1,1 W

Vrite another mathetnatical, den.bence4 using ,', . ti e*, .

and 15. ,n is 'a differeht pumbdrthan in.

exercise' (a);2

12. ltd there a w}Soie number to replsie n. ao_ea IV of hOsq,

Mathematical sentences is true?



We 'have learned about 'sets o ob.eo s within a tSe

objects:,.

How did .the union of two sets help us understand addition?

How did .sets within a set -help, us understand 'subtraction?'-1,

NoW) let us see how we can use these ideas tq kelp us

answer questions In story problems.

-first- problem...

_Dick caught 4 fish.

Jack 'caught 12 \ fish.

Dick game his fis.to Jack.

Then, how %any fish does Jack have?'

,%%

ka) Is the set of fish that Jack now has, the union

of two .sets Pr fish?

(b) Does this mathematical sentence fit the probletii:

12 + 4 n'? Why?

.
,Does this mathematical sentence fit the problem:

F1- 12 = n? Why-? 7-7---
(C) Now just think about the mathematical sentence:

n or 4 + 12= n How do you .find

(d) We find that n = 16.

itivaatqMwerwere question in our p oblem.

Jack not has 16' fish.

99



the-girls-were
riot fPork.her school?-IS the set of -girls

at Annets party the-

union of two sets?

.,:number --of -girls in

one 'of-the sets?

Can..we represent

the number of the
girl's in the other
set by n?
Does this ma he__ ical sentence fit the problem:

or n 6 =14?

What operation

We. can now. find

1/4--

100

3-

find n?.



TheY_help us to show number relationahips
_

a shot ;form: Ilere'is a way you irmy, use a

mathemati sentence in solVing,a -problem.

There-are 22-'ohildren in a claw.

`children are girls.

19w- flyareHbOyel'--

22:

-10

Writing a

mathematical

zentence

ste Could alio

write:

n = 22 0,.

22 - 10 = n, or

n.-1- 10 = 22

Finding
--v-

Answering the

questiOn

writing an-

answer sentence.



of, working suggested on

,Ann--,prcicedthepiano:, 35 minutes, on Friday .

practiced. 413i minutes on Saturday How many minutes

did:She practice on the two days?

432Ear
ad two books. One book had 42 pages .

other had _26 pages; How many- pages did she read

NancY has ;9 crayons in her box. The box will hold,,.

12. ,HoW many more crayons.does she need to fill the box?-

pond there are

How many fish are

2.5 black fish and :20

he. pond?

Jim has a paper route. He has'delivered 35 of hi

-.4.9 papers'. Holt/A-I-any more papers deee.he haveto-deliver?.

There were 25 girls at a party.. 15 of them ere

watching televi on. The others were playing. How

many-girls were playinv?

-tamps in two envelopes. In one envelopeithap

there 'are

the,other envelope?
rxw

24 stamps. How many.stamps are there in



hay wave to -buy, the book?--

T6W1M2,004TtA-'0Orreb-ti
..

A

W9r43:-.017re. 9t17

did \ip013.--lorreCtlyon _both tests-
.

another test.

eat pelled-----

HOw (many -words

10 Cur auditorium was decorated with red balloons and

white-_-balloonn;---4here-were 63-, -

If :41 balloons were red, boy many were white?

11. At a popcorn- sale, 29 bags were sold in one day.

If -12 bags were sold. in the mo how many a s

re sold in the afternoo

15-

teVid weighs boUnda. --114s little bi:other weighs

_-0 pounds. Mow many pounds do theyrwei gh -together?

BRAINTWISTERS a .

Thera are 20 pupils' in class. The class ha u

two-

-,

.

committees to plan a party. The refreshments

committee has 7 members . Th gam cosnffitteel, 'has

05 members.- Jai-hes, Mary, and 13811 are on both committees.

How .many puEils .are on lust one ,committee?

Howmany 'pupils are on eith one or two committees?

Tow Many Pupils.,in the c ,.ss are not on any committee?

103



game _ on Pgday..1- pliplis_.atteh ded both the ,

How- many, pupils attended just of the game-

w many puPils attended the gafne bri Wednesda
-

_
that did no attend the game on Theaday2

.



dimes He lost that dime.
-

-`thechartb-eio
E

'undoing° actions..-
Ding iJndoin

1. stand

pen

dross

4.

sit

close

untie--

,

_
5. button

i

2. Give some s = ntences like i one which

both doing a undoin

"Ellen. opene er book an then closedL it

seen that one action may undo another, action.

This exercise will help us to see if subtracting a

number will undo adding that same number

(a) -Think of 8, .Add , 3 and then subtract:

What is your result?
Finish this sentence: (8 )

-Think of 10 Subtract 6 and the

-.What id your result?
,

.Finish this sentence:



acme numrer 'undo_ each

tsubtrac

-14e.'"etai;t `with' ;90 - the . add

then subtract the .1484.2.t

.number we &fake:tit with. Subtracting

For e

rd dd Mk- -----Weeatr-write

Subtracting a number and addinii that

same number Undo each. other. "For example,

if' we start with 5, then subtract # 3,

and then add -3r,. the result is 5, the
H.715

-Nnumber we Started with. 'Adding 3
1 1 '

did subtra ting '3. We. can write



the r.es
et

saffie number

(a) -S a .with' add 2;. anhn subtr
(b) tart with. an d 0.

and

s th `result the flame number for and

beleaw?

,4ext with 14; subtradt 6, and then add 6.

(b). Start withA and add O.

(14' - t .6 = t14 Q?

IS the result` the same number for and b).

'below7

Start with add 4 6, and then subtrac't

tartwlh n, and add a,

4. J - 6 = n 4 1C?

V

Writ*, mat ema ical sentences f,o'r a -and k (b)

Star with 9, add 5, and then subtract
Start with 9, and add zero.

Are the .alts the same for and (b

107



Apply'the "undoing" idea to these Operat

Ises (b) are_ dons_for.sto

UND'i5

Wh t.op r t. on is used to find n in each of

h se true cmthematical sentences?

n 0 91 = n

n.7 7 4 (g) 75 = n 31

5 r = 6 83 + 81 = n

d -I- 2 = 126 -'100-=



VW %.1.1

' -

10,'BRAINTWISTER: The mathematician calls 0 the identity

element for addition: What is-thetheaning of 'identity?

What do you thibkIdentitTelement fo \additon means?

11.-BRAINTWISTER: (a) Two numbs ra to be operated on Ore

8- and 10 - 10). The operation is- addition. What

is the result?

'In exercise i (10 - 10 eplaced

by :0, what the Sesult?

Two whdle bumb6rs.to be opera,ted on are a --ana

(6 s 6). -The operation is additiop. What is

the result?

Two whale numbers t

the result?

be operated on are m and

he - ,.operation is 'addition. _ What .1s-

12. BRAINTWISTERI In exercise 11, replace-tha word
I.

addition by the word aubtr tion. Answer each of

the four -parts of _exercise 11.



11147114W Gig :11kR-

:Oen. 'dolxe.

11101,3,U 1c0.1J6.1.,

fitrFeter-had okieex-for-tfieilr'tlass-Ptentet---

boys to 12 .On their way, to the pic-nie

many were. left for .the picnic?

other had to bng one doaen more'

Fookies for the class picnic. How marry cookies

were there fOr the. class?

Show how the oPeration of =exercise

the operation of exercise
is

mathematical sentence.

rgaret has 12 addition exercises to do, ..Her

teacher gave. her 3 mpre. exercises.

Margare -t dods 3 exercisls:

(_o) how how the operation part ): undoes the

operation-of part (a) by use of a mathematioal

sentence.

'Jon-had7_ h-5._-_,J41 the He speat_____420.,2_

the summer -for swimming lessons.

Jon earned 4 20 and put it in the bank.

Show how the operation of part (b) undoes

the operation of part (a) by use of a

mathematical sentence.



Think of the,aa
-

'Add any- 2 of these numbers. You are permi

to' aid. one of these numbers to itself-.

-numbers' do u`get for sums?

each of the sums in Set- A?

Which Bums are in

-Why 'are the other sums in Set .A3-.

Suppose 'you have rust the numbers in Set

S = (8, 9, 10, 11j.

Find the sum of any two numbers in Set S.

these sums membes of Set

Is 'Set S closed under addition?

If.-.two whole. numbers 'ard- added,

whole number Try some examples.

Are any of

he result always a

If two whole numbers are subtracted, is the result alwaYs

whole 'number? Try some examples. 'Do you sometimes

get a.whole number?



here--is always-a'-yhdle-numbir. o-use=,as _surn..

the set of whole numbers is closed under Adit

is not always 06iiibreIei" bez

beeause there -li=:not always a whole number to use as the .

.

There is no whole number n . so that 3

This means that the set of whole numbeA is not closed under

Pretend you know only the -set- of even Whble numbers.

Write a few of the members of the set.

Choose six pairs from the set.. Ads

them using a fo=rm such as- shown . at 26 .

the right . Remember that you can 14

40use only ':the ev.en whole' numbers as

addends.)

What canyou say about the

. you-tried?

When .you add two even whole numbere,, do you exPept
N

to get a sum wh3,1h is always odd?- Always even?

Sometimes odd and .sometimes even?

How Many pairs of numbers did you try? Try enough

pairs sor that you are sure of you answer in- (. ),,

.

he. -sum of any two even whole humbers a number

in the -set of even whole numbers? Is the set- of

even -whole nujnbers closed under addition?

112



*
Set_ A 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18,

Think of all pairs of Set A such as 0 and

and 6 and 9, and so -on. Think of the ;sum

Call this sums Set B. Write

Iieverythember of Set B a member of Set -A?

Think of the' set of odd whole, numbers. Write.a few

members of the set. _
-Choose_pix pairs_ from the set. Add _them. Use

0

a form such as shown at

right: (Remember that you

can use only the odd whole

umbers_ as tddende'.)

_

11 odd .

12 odd

30- -Oven

YoU have only:odd;:nUMbere in thig bet.' ' Is -there

a number to use for a eum in each pair you choose?

Is the sum an odd:whole number?
_Algt

When you add a pair of 'odd numberP, do 'you expect

toget a result which is always odd AlWays even?,

Sometimes .odd and sometimes -even?

How many pairs of numbers did you try? Trff:anough.,

pars ee'that you are sure of your answer, in

Is -the- aum Of-any.two ' odd whole- numbers a
.

within the set of odd.wholeinOiribers?-t.lethe Set:

of all odd whole numbers. 01080' under addition?

ABRAINTWISTER:."-Set A -7, 16; 13, 16,

----, 224 44 Thint of some_ pairs _017__Set_A such- as 1_ and 4,

4 7 and 10, 7 ,and 7, and so :on Think of the. sum of

each palr; .Call this set of ',stuns .Set y B. Write Set H.

IS any memberfof-Set B a membirypfjSet A? IS Spt A closed

number

unoe r addit-i-On?



Exercise-Set 21

ZEIRAINTWISTEE SET
-

v

r)ow only .the -set

'IniearisAhat-:in this exercise

ayAfae-only the numbers

3i- 4.

-'CopyTiid- dill n-wherever'.

:possible, the addition

chart at the right.

Did ytu fill in each
. ,

epaoeofth6ohart

(a) If not,_why_not?

3

1744.,,r4,

retend you knew only the set

of ,numbers

14Y

6, 8, 10, 12,

(a) Copy and, fill ih, wherever

possible, the-addition'

chart at the right.

__(b)_,Dic1,you fill -in each

space of the chart?

If not, why not?

+ , 6 10 12 14



,

fritheiiire_

heAriiht-

11-in

pace7cf the _chart?

F4gi7F-)aFiiit?--

1In_exercise he set _closed u

In 'exercise 2 is the set cloyed under

In exercise is the set ed under

addition?

addition?

addition?



en ;problems is_ an exercise in careful

owmay.need'to-read a- problem several

and what question fsaaked-in-the-problet.-

olefor,;thestateMents,in the problem that_giveyou
.

-;,,,ThiaLinformation_may,be in more ,than one

___Writer'a mathematical sentence to show the relationships
A

n th&problem. (You may wish to look at pages 99 - 10l.)

StUdkjbe,Matamatical sentence and decide what

Then_carry_outthe_operation

Write an answer sentence o explain that your answer

from the, operation is an answer to the question,in the

Example.

,Jack has 438 stamps in his collection. Bill

_has 326 stamps in his collection, Jack has

how many more stamps than Bill?



en ence,shows-the relational-lips

he answer,sentence-

t ha"--5121-'h

ack has '112 more stamps

-Tr; ,.-=7,72;7-7. 7E-r;

Exercise, Set 18

ing4he-summer_the Smith'familytraveled__ 2,140

s " ©n`their °racYXe1 ®wstene 'ark- 'they traveled
!

2,037 miles on their Way home. How many miles did

_,they.traVel_altogether.

'2. Margaret hag read 113 pages. Her book has 247

pages.;- How many more pages has she left to read?--

The_,Stone family car bas,traveled: 12,547 miles.

--The-Browh-family -car has -miles.'

How much fart }ier has the Stone family car traveled

than the Brown family car?

-

-77-=_...,Pt,



--three-thoUsnd;Awo hundred1

hoUland,-oneThuridredthirty-thre

ltd' Muttons.- Ma

-begun her collection

ow ma ,buitons-dol Mary and her mothermany

ha-gyint Schodl has 225 Red_Cross boxes. OYM:13.-P

ynmore-_boxes--are-De-4141.ed

462 people bought tickets-for-the

ittle League World. Series games: On Sunday, 2,520
,

,Peopla_bought tiAke_ta_for the_game._HoW-manyticket

wereNboUght for the games on these. tko days?
-

Helen was born in 1950-.- How-old will-she-bp-on-her-,

birthday this-year?

1-1

-



-7, and 5.

-eeriUmberiat the same -time?

ire"ecan add

write-- -(6 + 7) + 5.

Li add- 6 and. 7. We get 13.

and 5 and get 18. We have

of the three numbers A, 5. How

nynumbers-'-did'me add at ariy one _

--We-can,also write .6 + (7,4- 5).', This means we

win add "/ and] 5. We get 12.- The-xi We-add--

and- 12
.. , .

Are the final sums in (b) and ,tc) the same

not ,possible to add.morefthan. trio numbers 4t- a timer

e have more'than two numbers to add, we\must group just

o numbers. For example, if we want to add 536; 451, and

'612;1. we cannot do at three of them in one peration.- We can

sum.' Or we-banadd 536. and 451 and then add 612 to thi

451, and 612, ,and then add this sum to -\536. We could
h'

write (536 + 451 ) + 612. or 536 + (451 612) to it how
A

e add,the three numbers.

=In the example at the top of this page we ust add i st

We must group just two. -umbers together.



'j
E

The_ parentheses mean that we'are.grouping the 0,16 and ./-7

we 6 7:-'7- 'one number;-,13-. -Then the -sum

18.- We could 'write

means' we are grouping the 7 and 5 and we think ,of

-
adonemumber,- 12. -Then the _sum is -6 12 _or

- (6 7)-4- 5 and 6 1,-(7 5) pare each names, for the same

ILT-1niA154118:-'71hreillayfintWhich-Ve = rouped-thenumberSAidTnd

change the sum. When we group 6 4-7 5 as (6 7)A- 5

or as 6 (7 5), we are using the associative nropartv

for addition. -We must group the numbers by twos since we
- - .

can add Aunt tWo numbers at a time.

2. use- the-gPsociative property for addit

7-mi-n, -we would-write

g)'+.4 n

. n

9 F n

4- )

+, -6 n

9 =,n

Find each sum; Use the associative property for

addition as was: done aboVe.

.2 n



to 4o':this operation:
..

hoW-to.:(10 this operations 6 + 7.+ 5

Why we,--goup two numbers in adding

t is the result -Apf 7) + 5?

is the result of 6 + (7 + 5).

3 _

a) Is 41+,5 =1_3 + + 5)

b), Are + + 5 and 3 + (k + 5) different

names for the same ,number?,

,In what way i
-

3 + ( -k +-5)?

4) + 5 different from

Summary

Adding of three numbers must be done

in two steps. You may add 63, 2k, and

82 in either
111

of two ways if the order is

not changed.

(63- + 87 + 82 = 169

3'+ (24 + 82).= '631+ 106 = 169

The sum is the same even if we did

1Toun the addends differently.

we can write

+ 24) + 82 . 63 + 24 + sa).



,Ata:!properttlis_'used in finding_ the.sum-
,.

/citz_balts not called _it _by this
-_

ve__Used-

Step

10 +

19 Step

ustra.

sociative property for addition ?_
different name for 10 +--(4

--
s property an help you do some additiOns
are ways of adding 15 + 9

4e..-Nivitoulamao

-(b)

1

21k+ 11. = = 15 + 20

Is the SUM the same using either method ,(a)-, 7.0)?

upils- _like method_ (b) __better when_ they

without paper and encil. Why?

What- property of. addition is 1.3.1uStrated by

4 -F (1+ 6) = (4 + + 6?.

_What properties of addition are, illeastrated by

(S,+ 5) + 8 = 3 + (8 + 5)?



e wrote is wrong. Why?

- 11= write the correct words, numerals

end
- ,

math4mattcal_ sentences to complete this ,ch rt.

ierfaw-4-;4,11enuittatie-n., thEit,,mun

Operation
Used--Resul

Mathe tical
e t nce

Subtraction

(a) 12,. 8) 7- = 13

(b) 13 (8 , 6) = 15

42', 61) 52 = 155

),54 (38 11) = 5

Write parentheses to help. you do .the o.

4 ÷- -6 1. +.'
,

(b) 1l + + + l 2 +



Socercise S_ t 20

he:laroperttea that:you -have studied care ,rep

ed-fdr 'Addition

ele
eeul_ that whole

number

is added' to

rope_r-ty tated =for 'Subtrac tion

=

firam -a- whole- numbe,r-t-the---t---

result -111:-thai whole

nUmber.

two whole

numbers are aped, the
=result- a:

number.,

a) If the order ,of
,c,

adding two whole numbers

is changed,- the sum is

unchanged.

n so

(b) --If -two4;hole7nUmbens

-are subtract-0, the- result -
is -a whole number;

(b) ,lie order of
subtract ±ng twoothole

,

numbers is. changed',

unknown-addend is\litahange

h _mathematical sentence is *true.

4)

(6 +472) +5

Lq



the'resu

he

20.

a the letter which is -beside: peach

sentence.

-4: ,19.> 5 +, 18

.154- 19,.< 16 t 19

g .A18 *394.=r7. 493 -_8i1

1394 = '39k ,+ 118

rin

d)_=_1

6 +-18

18 6 18 7

le

-75) 86'+ '75 With _t
4 1-

''the mathematical sentence is true,pyt.t.ising the

commutative. oPerty tor addition: .Do You see that

arid- -19 . -are -"the twoa-ddettas Tep

property is 1114trated in each.-of

( 2' '= 2 + 3) +

(18+ 12) = (39 +

(8 +-9) +. 6T=

(8 + 9) +

(8 + 9) +' -F!' 9 6)



Z-7

Copy_ -'letter tO" on your paperl,

write the- correct- words, numerals,-

is l teiltene6 needed to c m fete this ohayt.

u ,;_.-,-----,.

e ii 'Result _Operat -n-_.
-Uzi e-

_..------
etati_oal4,__

---" --
0, , (16 4; 30 ,.

.. .,

30-- 301,-0.0 pl, 4,

423. 611 (199 +

3

, Addition

2ilptracpio
,, i

Addition
.'"

__,-___

_

)

)
. ,

, .,

Writing2pareptheses-heips-you,

do the =addition, 23 ÷1/4 19 ± 11 -2 +19 + "11

19 +.11

2371-, 39 =n
er end pen`vil See

the bo, on :rigs
)

hexes 'to he ,0,.'vou do.
ee-

2 13 -t- 17 2b

8 + 9g

18 + 962 + 767



resents so that each mathematical
4

There may be no answer,'careful.

more thanond'answer.

3 -I- n = n

h) 1 + n = n 1

7 4 n 7

Does (6 - 1 . (4 Why?

4. Does (6 (4 - Why?

BRAII4TWISTEH: Make up two examples like exercise 13

and exercise 14. Which one is true and which one is

false?'

1 :BRAINTWISTBR: 'How many counting numbers are-greater

the 19 .and _less than 25? Is n 25 - 19 the

'correet relationship for this problem?

Exercise Set 21

Write a queetion that requires addition for each

exercises 1 to 3.

Tom and bob were collecting old clothes c the XhIlirch

drive, Bob worked'for 45 minutes on Monday and 30

minutes.on Tuesday,

Tonvea.144d5 12 houses and Bob called at 17 houses.



BOb- c01 .ected'. 15.. coats and 2a, .dresees.

question that requires Subtraction for

the exercises 1 -to-

oreachef-thS exercises : 5 through T. write ,
. the

. .

niaMbers.operated'on; (b) the mathematiCai.sentence

the result. Arrange yurjwork in a chart

NUMbers Mathematical
Operated On Sentence Resultf

h less than a dozen is

Bob had a collection of 37 toy airplanes. One day

hecould find only 23. How many were gone?

7. Five .of the 2_ is on the playground went back

:early into the school building. How many remained

-on the playground?



e e

udy this: 6

a the largest whole number n can be?

What the - smallest whole number .n can be?

rid all the whole n n can be.

ISTER Tell what whale number n so

each mathematical sentence is true. Be careful' .

There may-ba-no_ answer , _one_ansWer_,___ar_ more than o

answer...
) n. 1 =

- 10. = 10

n = n +. 6

Exercise

n + 50 = 50,4. n

n = n - 1

10 - n = n

Set 23

BRAINIVISTER SET

Pretend 'you have two sets, A and B. Set A has 8 meMbere.

et B has 5 members. The intersection of Set A and Set_

Set.:0 has 2 members,

sets.

How many members in Set A are not in Set B?

HOW many'inembers,are in Set B and not in Set

How many Members are in the unioiT-of Set A and Set B?

atical sentence f rpm Which you got the

se 4.
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D and E. Set D has -6 members..

members. The intersection of SO D and

Set .F is an empty set.

'draWing.Of.these intersecting sets:.

How-many meiribers in Set D are of in Set 5?

n'Set S are not in D?

many. members are in.the union of Set D and 'E?

e the mathematical sentence fromwhich you got the

answer to exercise 9.

SUPER BRAINTWISTER: At Grant Schoel there

Mathematics Club. The members of the club

is a

are alb()

members of certain sets. The members of. Set A

have read the magazine, Popular Methematies.' The

members of Set B have read the book, MatheMati

is Fun. The members of Set C have read both the

book and the magazine. Set A has 6 members, Set B

has. 5 members, and Set C has 3 members.

) Are all members of Set C also members of Set A?

(b) Are all members of Set C also members of Set B?

(c) How.many members of Set Care alsP members Of Set A?'

(d) How Any members of Set C are also Members of Set B?

(e) The intersection of Set A and Set -B has how

many members?

(f) Make a drawing of the intersecting sets.

(g) How many members are there in the club?
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PROPERTIES OFD `MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

Exploration

..Tohn went to the ice cream shop .td buy, cake and ice cream.

The shop sells 3 kinds of cake,-chooblate,=,angel food, and

coconuti-and=4 -flavors-of ice-oream Vanilla-, chocolate,

strawberry, and cherry. How many choices of onekind-oftake

and one kind of ice cream does he have? Copy,. the t011owing

headings on-the chalkboard'ind makaa chart:ofhisichoides.

Vanilla Chocolate ,Strawberry Cherry
IceCreim Ice Cream Ice Cream Ice Cream.

Chocolate Cake

'Angel Food Cake_.

:Coconut Cake'

Use the chart to answer e questions.

.How many choices does he Have with I kind of cake and

4 flavors of ice cream?

How many choices does he have with kinds o

lavers of iee:eivam7

flak many choice's does he have-with

4- kinds of 1.0 cream?

Could-we make a chart of his choices without using

words cake and ice cream and letting dots stand for the

Would the chart look like this?

the

cholgeWT.



If peppermint

flavors of ice .

o.his Choices

of three kinds of

cake and five flavors of ice cream does he 'have?

o answer, the question

:a chart

s- to show that John ha 6 choices o

ChaieeS of ice cream flavors,

hdices of create flavors, 9 choices of

ariswe
'

From these `:charts what questions can yoU aswer9

cream flavors.

How are the

Can you-use one

choices,?

alike?. How are the charts differen T
. .

oe.anSwer all' the questions about John

This -ahart- la called an. array'. It is an orderly arrangement

: rows and column

and -9 columns. There are- 27 elements in the array.

arrays are shown below?

In this array there are 3

(b)

How many rows are in array (a )?

How. many columns are in array 0a)?

How :many rows are in array (b)?

HOw many columns are in array (b)?

Howmany elements are in each array?



We hgverteinr ,that- an, array can be used to show al

r.

-4i:set with another. Arrays are-useful

OS-. Some sets of 'objects are themselve

-oma examples:-rays. Here are

1

ggs In, a carton,

' b ,',,Panes of glass:in ,a window or Boar

peat&ln an auditorium

d -piece's of candy in a box

:Crayoni in a box

linolenm blocks on our room floor' etc.

u. thinkof some sets of objects arrange

arrays to add to the of examples?

Draw an array of dots which represents a possible

arrangement of panes. in,a window.' How many panes are

there in a window whose -'Caries- form a by 4 array:



qopy the following table. Use the arrays shown below

to help you- complete the taVle.



Copy and fill in the he» table below.

Exercise..

ple:..
o 'Columns- :£lb&e&t

2 5 10

ample:

. .



MAIMS SAYS
r

Draw an array that

ercise 'Set 2

we and eOlumn

For 'each of the following pa rray

The first' number tells the number rows The se0ond- nuhber

-tells the-number of column- Under each array, write the

number of elements in the array.

Draw en array of elements that has .rows,

. Draw an array that has 10 elements and Columnp,\

1t Draw en.array that elements and k. rows.

6
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,

An operation on numbers is a way of thinking about two-

numbers and getting one-and only one number. When we think

and 5 and-gat 0- we call this multiplication.

We use arrays, oll0Ipus understand multiplicatiOn.

_Where is an Op --which shows all the matchings of

euset of 4 elements, a set of. 5 elements? There are
,

20''matchl

Some examples

matchings.ar?:

O
pat'lde 2 objects a=

needed to make 1 matchin

ry to draw some athr--;-,-

possible mat-

The array.gives us a pictiare of the,mathema

sentence 4 x.5 . 20. We read this "4 times 5 equal

-We write henumbe or rows first and the number of column

I1N

20

col -.8 elements



;*,

10THEMATXCAL SENTENCES

Exercise-Stt

Write the mathematical sentence which belon

of these ailrays.

111111111_

1111111111111
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USING. ARRAYS

Exerci`se- Set, 4

Each of 4 elementary-
_

1s . had a% basketball 'team-of

5 players. Drgq-mt array -with i-,pnedot for each player,
.

_ .-. . , :

Using an array 440rihe, the nuniker of players. Writearray

the mathematical sentence., at::doeS this sentence,
.

about : the -total - number '-.- z player's on the team:
4 ,

Make .a story .problem which each° of the. ollowing arrays helps _



6. Three teams of Cole School are to play. Three teams from

Grant School are play. Which array above. shows the
.._ : f
number of games that can be arranged :if each Cole team

-_ =-,-,__ . -----
plays each Grant team lust once?

- -- -

Smith ia= buying kOaro 'Ths company otferWtops in '5

colors and bodies In 3 colors, Which array:.above:ahoWs

the number of possible color combinations?

_

has- 4 o '8 and 6 dresses.- Which array above

haws how many matchings of dolisand'dreeses Mary can make?

Three Children pldy'violin and two, other children pl=ay piano.

.which array aboVe show0 how many duets San be played-so that

each violinist plays with each pianist?.



different colored bands.:.Make

Iow many ways'Sue can match her watChas

'rai.ita mi at`-the array -have?,

HOWmarky 'columns must the 'array .have?

How many ways can Sue match her watches an bands

11., Paul', has 2 neckties and 3 colored handkerchiefa

an array to shOw- the different ways he can match the

neckties, and handkerchiefs.

How many_ rows., ks tha array?
16- *

cgli.tians has the array?.

How-many-mat chings -could-Paul-make

'12. Linda has some necklaces and some bracelets. Here is an
--

array which shows -all the ways she can match her necklaces

and her bracelets,.

Linda has /it- necklace

She

how many bracelets

hematical__ sentence. hiCh_belongs

with the -aky.
How many ways 94p. Linda

and bracelets?.

atch her nacklaces



entdrice:which-goes:W h eacii:Prolprem

e. ,Beginning with problem. 4; beo
, 4,

yqueStion in a complete sentence

sentence which showS-thematchings 6

via -

_ e, 'eal-ilenpence which shows', the-

7'a a--:tet-otf it obi %ts and a'set of 3' olpjects.
4

a

In iiowliany EaiffiliraMY'42--dots bts-grra

Write the mathematical sentences:

4 4. The Caltidar is arranged in- 5' rows of squareS., Each'row

isslivide7nto: 7 squares. How many squared area shown on

th;ealenclar?

o a Christine ornaments eie packedjmelidated-of
, rows;

e were - ornaments in each:row. How many ornaments
.

e e e ,

was divided_into



indoWsin,bUr_Vooni._ Each row has
_

windows are there in our room?

was' arranged in-a box in 5 rows pieces .

How many pieces of candy were -=in- --

twolsur.

'pie box
,t

lse picture,_ thy= ch ldren_ were- grouped- _ _,4. - -_

'rows. There.were 8 children in each row. How- many '_

children were there in the Picture?

-In -a ,---boat; _there ,were_ 2, rows with,_. 2 _erasers

eachirow. _How many erasers were there in the box?

RAIN ISTERt How many possi.blearrays.or24:-dOs couid7you-
. v.
make Draw-them if necessary.) Describe

---each-array-by7writinga-mathematical sentence.



_1 and,: write -about the opera lon of- _

'or indicating addition with

,arid-TOthei-Olabola_ .

47aiittggitiod 17- bei,ite4d6 Which- shows` the additibrr--

How do-you read this mathematical sentence?
_ .

dre -the _number A. and _5_, called?

,le the number 9 called?

'-The -sum i- -9,, is the- result:of-operating on the- addendii

nd 5.

Thei is also a mathematical sentence to indicate

_

1,3! multiplication. If 'the -two-hill-fib-61.a- cirier3te-d-oh-are---4: -antt

and the result is 20, we can write.the mathematical sentence

4 x - 20.

The numbers b4 and 5 are called factors of 20.
_

nuniber 20 is called the-product of

The product; 20

4 and 5.actor"

4 and 5.

is the result- of 'operating on the

How are the 'sentence aliae?

How are the sentences different?.
.



onfusingto,pall'the parts of the sentences by .

ecausfithe'oPeratiOns are different. The

an o en_en e =iiiietti-We41707l na

- , _ . _

--aratheyt ealledT,--,4hat,ie 20 called?

-Here are some other mathematical

-5-c-L'817.Vto' 36 )4,. 424

do We call the 5 in sentence (c)?
- -

Wilat is the 8 called?

, _

What is the 40 called?

es..A

=

When we operate on two factor and: get a wodut,

Totemultiply.._ z,

What are the two factors in

_..1What_is-the, product?,

Whatnumber is the name off' the'product p

e do not know now, but soon we will learn how to find it
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IPLXdATIOil

ereise,'Se

.'ota ib era listed peloW' ow

'r anal) the '!fiumbe columns In anr
`inatidar'-atritetipe-whieh-teIls -hOw,iska

5 x 3 - 15



1

Mathematical SentenceWhichy
Describes the Number of'Element

in Each Array

Example ,

7,

.-



=hivedi earned

d.ti1in%-t:17No-if,-;

an

-some of-theM%

anclbow -trd

lObk at algrays.

get a product.

*llhelp_you_to work exercises=

to picture the _problem. Already

e-vroduets-by:eountingsand by using

:TilrifiriVirir177-1Gi-G:iiiLifileUrliil
9: .4 IP

,remeMber these facts well without having

In multt7,pVng we think about two numbers,

You alrery know many produetq.. 7 Think of

t products ,do nu know as: you look -at this ,

Di'd you; a e-all -car -part= of th 'ray? .

part formed.py-aset of

dots do yoU-Sag?

When

d:

-When-you

look at the

-how;ma

look at the part of the array formed by a set

J70148 and ,7 columns4,.how many dbtado_you_sep?

When you look t the part of the ariTayformedjw,a:set

2° rows"Jihd .column, how many. d t.s -do you se

the followin rnalhematical sentences .

2 x 4 =



Do -they form

HoW'many-dots-:are 'in -the- array?

Cover one column.' 'How many dots are in th4 a_ y -you see?

Cover one additional column.- How. many dots are in the

_array_.you_sae?._=_

wing your by 9. -tarray, fan you write all of- the

mathematical_ sentences_ as, you_did with the 2 by 9 array?

Name--soine7things-which2coilie

an array?, -,,
rea:iiae_that we coulti.hot have an array wit

rows -and col However, 'as we work with the -3' :by

filid.that each time we Cover a column, we are =

subtracting three elements from the total number of elements.

Compare the information in the chart.

.

Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover

3 x 2
1 col -.: ..3 x - 2
2, colunins 3- x 7 . 21
3 columns 3 x 6 . 18
4 04=-0 3 x 5 . 15
5 columns 3 x 4 . 12

-6 -columns---3-,x--3-- 9-
7 columns 3 x 2 -. 6
8 columhs 3 x 1 = 3
9 cioltmris 3 x C. -= 0

You have a -total of
27 - . 24
24 - 3 . 21
21 - 3 = 18
18 - 3 = 15
15,- 3.- 12

.
12 9
9 - 3 a 6
6 4 =
3 r- 3

Cover-
Cover
Cover
Cover

elements.:



column :you-may- imagine- a 3 by- - 0

-think --of,"-aubtracting elements.

o we_ma r, Asume 3 x o 0.

-Describe-it .

=

7

tradam piece of paper, cover the columpas of the -array

!_`pr-ie at _a How rm i elements ale therein the part you see?
ieg-in-*Arth:7the--whole-arrai..-Uncoiier_the_altray _one_c_oluran_' tata

time -Tell how 'iliany _elements- there are , It the.section you see .

each -time

Name some thitigs which come in k t a and ,tell' if they form

_ -

an array? Using- yo r 4 b 9 array, :write your multiplication

facts, with: factors of



SI -MULErzFL ATION-CHA,RT

Working ?tl

11Ohert;-14-

1,44`,3r61=r_hy_:',-your teacher. Using tri s chart, answer

al .owir <auest loria.,

Whk are a 1 the products
the first column?

he4tirst row and

^ ^

Why. are allothe products in e second 001= the same
.

as the -numerals in the first column? -Why are
Kr. r.- r.

prOducts in the second row same as the:461erale'

across th&top of the chart?,

Reid the 13rodudtt fronythe' 9 column,

=-Read:Oe prodUcts from the 9 row.

.-

a. -Rea 'in -order thddigits In the' ones4-

_

:

pl4ce of these "products.

h.. How do the digits in the ones-' place

changel

c. Read in order the digits in the tens' plice

of
,

oducts you, read,.

How dp the digits in the.ten place

change?

what sum-do yowget if you add the r umbers represented

bjr the--digits of each_ of the products in the 9 column?

=



e produtt of any puM

The prbduo of 'any number and zero;

V' r

An evth number.

nd one n x 1
r



h

Ise Set
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-Study
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MACTICE MULTIPLICATION

6 Set -8

.-

Complete theOexercises throigh 14 -so they 1

e mathematical sentences,
.

6 x 7 =

3

x- 7 = 13. 8-
7. 8 = 14. 9x 9

te a mathematical sentence which goes with each pralem. Solve

it Be sure, you answer the question iy a complete sentence.

6 x 8 =.
4

. 8 x 9 =

x 9

11. 6 x 6

ff/42. 9 x 6

There, are 8'phildren planning. to have a nnOk out."

Each childmust-bring 3 hbedogs. How many-hot dogs

will they. -have to cook, if the?coOk all t1e hot dogs?

16. One carry bar costs 7X. How much would 8. candy-r-'

bars Cost?

17; sA- bOy. took .rriinutes to ride his bicycle to the store

and-home-again round rip) . If he made 6 round trips

in' one. day, how-many .minutes did-he pend bluween pls

home and the store?

159



A
E411 one of the PJim secands., If he..

swain a:4 how ong w u take Mtn to

s la s.

19 There ax 6 pa =of gym. ks in a box._ If a salesman
.

e socks, howunany pairs will he lave?
...

20 There- are 9 ro

auks of cheek in eac
and there are

talcs or,chak



THE 00 ATIVE-PROPERTY OF MUTiPLICATION

A

arra

by 2 Array%

3 x 6

array can -_,b e turned

This Shdws 2 x

Urn.
2 by

arm a

Array

x 3 6

A 78 by 65 array can-be turned to

form a 65 by 78 array. This shows

65 x 78 - 78x65

Whpn we, write '65 x 78 in place of 78 x 65,

we are using the commutative proper4i of multiplication.

We can use the commutative property to reduce the

number of multiplication facts.ve must. remember.
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a 'the product,in each Of the following

mathematical'sentences.

Using the.-.two mathematical sentences in la!

one sentence.

Decide'ifeadh of the fdllowing statements
. .

Waste ,T if a statement Is true.

statement is false.

4 3 4) (6 '9 ) 4- 6)

7-.x 4)=. (4 x-7) e ( 8 )-= ( 8 = ) ::

12 5) e (5 - 12) f. (4 - 10) = (10 - 4)

`true

Write F

atyOur answers to problem 2), and answer these'

questions:

:Does addition have the commutative property?

.Does multiplication have-the Commutative troper

Does subtraction have the commutative property?

i A



Make- each o

001V2-tTig

he following mathematical. sentence

-h one of the syinbole >, < or

,15. 7

9 8 X

6 x 9 7 X 8

6 x 7 20+ 20

19. 8 x 9 8 x 8

0, 94 - 40

21. 9 x, 9

22. 8 x 8 7 x 78. 6 8 x 6

9 x..4 x 6 23. 8 7 10 x 6

9 5 - 6 x 8 24. 8 x n 2 x n whee

1. 7 x 5

12. 6 3

13. 9 x 6

14.

7 x 3 25. n.x 6 n x 8, where n 0

9 x 2

8 X 7

6 x '7

,6 x 6-PRAINTVISTpl:.

26. 8 x n 7 x n, where n 0

27. ri.x 4 n 4, where n> 1

20 x 4 n x 5, where n

x 7 8 x 4

8 x 5 7 x 6 _45



FINDING UNKNOWN FACTORS

Earlier -we talked. about an %opea 10.-as thinking about

two numbers° and getting :a third, number. I1 we think aboUt
-

4 and: 6 and get ,24;. we:aret,usiOg We;, c

4
write the Mathematical sentence:

What are the numbers to ,pe operated,on

result? -1.1hwt operation was used? .

Look -at these mathematital Sentences.

x 2 . '14

How are these two sets of athematioal. sentence diffetent

How are the four sentences alike?

Do you multiply the two factors' to_find the unknown

number in the sentence 3 x 5 p?' Do you,multiplY the two

factors to find the unknown numbe,in the sentence

Do you multiply the two factors- to un

:number in the sentence '15? Do yow

n represents? How 'do: you know? Do you know what umber

-represents in the mathemabical:sentenee .m 2 . 1y? How, do

ow what, nunbe

you know?



represent? -How do you know?



BRAINTWISTERS:

- "9 z n x n

- 16 n 'x R .= 23

ix- :16- 11.

n x .1 - 12. 785 x 7 850

x 6 13. (n. x 3 6
8 k 1k. x x n =-7 27

,.,. 18-
(Here everything 1& m±a eingi,

x n 0



, PROBLEMS

e a mathematical sentence which goes with each Problem.

Fin , the unknown factor
_

12raw an array if you need. Be

sure .yOu answer the question in a CO plete 'sentence.

Example: 'Arrange 24 chairs in rows of 6 chatrs each

How many rows will there be?

n x 6 24

n 4

There will be 4 rows.

4
A class of 3Z children was divided into groups of 8

-.for square dancing. How many dance squares were there?

15 ,boys In 3 equal teams for a rplay,race.,

boys will there be on each team?

Mary is filling 3 Easter baskets. She haS One dozen

colored egge.' How many eggs can she put in each basket?

Bob arranged his collection of 26. butterfaies in

7. .rows. Hew many butterflies did he have-in each row?
fi

In a card' .game 32. cards were arranged race-up in rows

,cads- in each row. How many .rows weft there?with

children who direct traffic were divided into

6. How many quads were there?

nyweeks are there in 35 days?
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LEARNING 'ABOVE DIVISION

'4;

Exploration a

Look at hthe_ _ical sentendVa.,

(a) 5 x .11,

What Is n in' the

you knowl

x

sentence 9-x 2

What.,18 n In-the sentence 5x n 107- -,'

_

How do you know? .

What operation ,1s used =tq find a inWilict?

In the-sentence x n 10, n e an unknow factor.

This operation of tfilnking.about a'number and one cif`` its

factors and finding:an-Unknown factorAs!called division:

To -dividewe think what -number- times the known factor

iii-ves the product, or the known factor times what number, gives

.theproduct.

Look at these mathematical sentences.

) 5 x 8 = n

(15)5 x 40

(c) pXS 1

In the sentence 5 x ana

is 4. called?

What: opera ion i

number is n?

In the ,sentence 5 x r 40, 5 is a known factor of the

product 40. What is r called?

are. factors, what

used to find n in the sentence

164



operation i.s used to find

5, x r 40?

What nturiber is r -?

What did you. think to find r. in the sentence 5 x r 40

In the aentenee p
. -

the product. 21., What, is, p called?

What operation, i used tai find p in the .sentence

x.-3 21?.

x 3 = 21, 3 a knoWn'fadter

Wt ritiMber la p

.'WhaVdid yoU. think to find. p the sentence p'.x 3 = 21%

Division, id not always written as x n 15, or n x 5 =

or 15 = n x Theae sentences show multiplication.

"This same relationship may be stated as a mathematical

sentence _which- shows division. It _maybe written n = 15 + 5

--This sentence ins read "n equals 15 divided by is

the unknown factor; 15 is the .product and 5 the known

factor.

xk How may we describe division?'

What must be given- to find an unknown factor?

Can you find the unknown factor in these?

7xm 14 p x 5 =35 ko 8 x q

How did _you know theae?

You thought of =a multiplication fact in.':order to divide

you an multiply,' you can divide. DAS_ saves



0 each muitip_cation fact yon know, You. can find some

diviSion.facts. It State-some division-facta you
. .

Ow'hecause

e each-of tne6e 'mathetatical sentence_ as a

taathematica1.sentence:showingdivision.

6 x n m 24

a x n.= 12

x n a b-

156



When we think of 6 and , 2, and ge't, 3,

We-are-dividing, When we think p a number 'and

one of its factor's And get the,other factpr,

where are two ways to 8eetadivsion
6

ilith_mathematical sentences.-

1. We cansUggeet division by a multiplication
- = .

:sentenCe_with an unknoWn factdr:-

unknown factor)

We also can suggest division by 4 mathematical

sentence such as this:

6 2 n

d this sentence

6 diVided try 2 e ua=-7

If we think'/ Of 6 and : .2. a we

can write

16



or each iplication.fa t beloW writ ivissioh

RewPite each multiplicatlon sentence div±3io n

sentence. - Find the unknown facto

Example: 7 x n 28 -28

)_.0; p .x

X t r 1 6 412. .18

7 p: x ' n 0

9. .g n 64





,Working_ Together

he ,multiplication ehart,.'the numbers at the top

e-prOdticta

e are actors. Numb rs in the body of the table

6_'mUltip,lica,tion chart can be vel7 u ul in finding
. _

-division Facts. To find n in 48 + 6 n, for ,example,
a

ou may use either-of the following ways.

n s 48. Begin with row and follow 71w-

'"6't ;until4 you,' come to 48. Notice that 48-- falls in

76-6-furrui 9.8"; 6 X 8 =-; 48 , so 48 + 6

Think x 6 = 48. Begin with column "6".-

A it e 11
-,04,12X-Pn2S y 'down until you come 'to 48. Notiee-that-

48 _alls' in. row '8".

Size your :multiplication chart to rina the unknown nurser

'7,-in:=--each of these division se ter-Ices.-

Thus 8 x 6 =-48, so'

4÷ 6 = n

72

54 _÷

170'



e e._ U1p tai4itipri
_

fi tt o nd the -own number.

oinplete the,_ now_ g--divisipn- sentences using 'the chart,

d. 5

+ 2

.g. 3. +8
h. 28 ÷ 7 =

i. 64 Y8- _
j. 4 6 .e._ 81 9

The numera

times. A different -matical sentence goes with 4 each

time:, it appeere. -Triele mathematical sentences are:
_ - ,

.l x 4 . 4

ears on the multiplication Chart'

2 x 2 4

x l . 4

2 How many times does 36 appear on the. char

Write the mathematical sentence's wach

Be sure you-State the nyxnber of fir

How many times -,does 2447 appear on the
- .. -....,

.

Write the matheMatical Aentences h go vi-
-__ -. -_-,_

g
How many times' does -4f .appear on the= chart/ Why.



cation will undo div

he result

uziacrttiie7-1111ATii6-n'- by

Division will -do multiplicatton. Thi

multip ly by =2, and then dividelly
a '2, .,b41_,

Ths- esul-tis§-.-----The-dfvlsion-by,J2tuldId the

multiplication by 2. a

*

x 2



,' s

. UNDO

4.-.666661.4.46.46

-- :`:-.- 'X .
3 ,.; 4

,

4 X _ 3.2

a .._--:'1.4-...:, . _- ...

-b.- 2'-.'.3!',
,

,

=

.
_

..-
----,- ,-,,ey-1--rr x-- -,

.

4 e. '9 ,x-n 5 lq

t
..4,

g

p -

2-. For each mathematical sentence, tell what operati6n,
-"- r

used to_ Alind. n.

a,.-_2x-n _ ......._ e ., .,
I'. 36 4- 6 = n

4, - i -. 6,, ',

48 n . 8
b. n + 4 4

C. n o-3 17-

, 6

4.' 28 . ri x 4
. .

V h. 27- na- x 94, .
t '4p 'Tr-

p
,* ''e ''. *, i p 1.

't'1
-4'Mathematical Sentence whiell.' -:" 1 ' ach' 13,0140WVc''._,--_?eti:

Find the unknown factor. e .sure you anew uestibn :id a
-; ,...,,

-----complete-sentencd.-

3. a. A, checkerboard has 8 rows with eh%

row. How many quaro are on
,

rbQt. There sre ;

eac

b. There':-...'itre.
4

8 :13,quaileti-,in-a- How

....-.
:.

"cy are -.cnere

173'
4 L

e

-



4bea (1 ded equally ,on each,of
le

How many' beads 'are on :each wireL.-

,

,-
,-, .

n :the: librsry",, the card catalogue has , o "%Sr.'

, - .
, , .

drawere-with 6 ' drawers in eachregliri. ' How draWe ra

,
a- .° he card catalogue?

)drawers "of the card CitalogVe-it 462144'
1

..,-

. ,- _ -, , , , ,

are di. 9d:intO: 4 :,roWs. How. many drawers4, are

# i_ -row? -- f- ,.

,. ....-

131111-10% 0- heads Qr lettuce in his ,ga , T
, .... -

ievbIlly; div.Med into! :5 rows. HOw
....

manly heads

4
-lettucewere ithere- h each row? .

----- ..,...,

-,,1, r-tv7.:- .

b Bill
,._

lettuce ihhit,garden.
' 7 ; . . . - 4

,
. - .

_ .

t e ,..vierp, 414adP7of, Jettude in rOW., How Ma-- heads.
,.. . -, - .

of!. lettUbe,- did: Bill .haVe in, his. garden? :-

=



eSet%1

er Set of -faCtote.

a pr4an of by eac h arm y

r.
0th factor'.

72

n %9

the multiplication sentence belonging to a 1 by

e two of the factors of 2,87T.

omplete the following sentences.
=

:ample; 2 x;5 = 10=

3 x1.0



en one of the



,7414,f1-P 4V
N;10,,$4,7.0',

.1,1110tE NUMBERS
s-

I

ole r numbersarermultiplied,.wealWays get'

Other wh ",number; 'We Cannot always diVig.e two whole
':-.'

- ---,
.,'

-b-- 'We Olenumber andWer

cThere, is.not-AlWays a whole umber tooaase as an
_4

ac or. For example,

7-/-a x n

and

x 8

no utter what -whole number n names.

It is always possible to multAply two whole numbers

,because there is always a third whole-number to.use as a

of_ whole mumbersjs closed_

under multiplication.

_ It is not alwayspossibIe to-divip twos- whole-numbers

:because there is not lways a third Whole number to,ubef.as-An

unknown factor. ForexatPle, there is no whole number,n Jao
_ ---

that 10 3 n. This means that the se of whole numbers

is not closed under dividiohnot



e e4ach--Ma

'etrue1,4eili,enc If there

_ tianswer no

hematicar sentence' so i

no wholcmumberto-.use as

7,285 x 0

e. a '25 -%

5 +5

omRipte the.following statements by using either""always"

of always.1,.-Give an example from exercise 1.

Within the,, set of whole numbers, ,addition is

passible E

-__Within_the set of whole number

possible.

multiplication is.

Within. the'set.of whole, numbers, subtraction is

possible. =Give an example.,

Within the set of whale numbers, division'ia

possible. Give an example.

Using what you discovered-in 1 and 2 complete the following

r "not closed."Statements by using either "closed

ithi, -he set, of whole numbers,- multiplication is

'ithin the bet of whole pumbers,:,div -jai

hinthe set of whole nUmbers, subtraction is

eset of'whole numbers, addition

=

178



odn ;Told .

, -
By folding the array,you can .sprat 4 th

9:---columns df the array ipto two paris.
, . .

This tan be d ne in 1a different. ways.-

ite a mathematical, sentence

74 12

-16, ;:e



ay A

(jo

Array B Array- q

_
,s,

the number of dots-in Array A. How

,"dots- are -"there' in

-

rraY-

`.1) is the number of dots =in Array _ B. How.;,

mew dote are there in Array B?

_ C. q, is the -number Of dots in Array _C.

many-dots-are-there-in--ArrayCo?

d. When you add the number of elements in Array

----and' Array- C is- the- ',eau]. the e = same_

as n?

e. wDoes. q?

:Dods 24 = 8 ÷ 16?
_

Does 4 x 6 '= x 2) +



s

F,

MUM CICIIIIIIME1111111
111151111111111114111111111.

11111121211211111111111111111111=

FILAMEMEEREEMEIgigual
11111111111111E11111111111.1111M

15

,(8 x

--dOtte'd 'lihe shows a possible Wag- to fold' array.

the :sentence-below-the-picture- shows the,' r,elation_betWeen ,the

whOle array and the, two' sma ler arrays which the fold makes.

aritay7ean iiiefolied -in inany ,otager -ways . 'Find
*

ways of separating the a-ray. 'Write the Mathematical senpeh

breach' separation`:

.

Make ah array' from-squared paper to show the-Troduct,_of

9 x 13. Find 6 _Afferent ways of separatirig,Ahe array.

Write the mgthernatical sentence for eacin": Separation.

Which 'of sentences yoU wrote the easiest- one for ,
.

you to use 7to:,find the : product:- o and. 15?

Which of the ;sentences

for you 'to use to

1
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Ak

11 a 11111
; aril

El II
1111111111111111111U II

tatO number of elerrierite3 in the" :7 , by a4ray..,

-; - 4 7.7 x-18 7x .

g

,

When we write . (7: +.(7 X., a) in pface. of.
7.x a-are Using th 'distributive ....pikopertY of

.

4,4-4A 'multi -on-over-addition... .......

-126:
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df7e.ka f `thVfol?.awi

oi&in e o kx it y,., Use the , die tributiVe- '
;, ,,',

a e ,s.., IA lipAtion-, oyer. ardditionli,to -fisar the: prladu
.. J A t .

.

r t

d he , example beffore; yoti begin . ,

\k\26 =

x 8 =
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way n d- the-

ay, ero:iSe as 'dtd above ;in ersi,se

en' using -his 6'her separa lo

'yo thinic.that ,One', W
, _separating the array: e

ways , 'separE4t

1
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Can iyou.multiplY the three nuinbers# the dame-

the product when ,.3,totrinuftiplir 2, x ,_4 , and 'then
r.

,

muitiply:the result
Find the -product when 'you multiply

then multiply the re It b 2

(d) -A14: the fi 1 product equal?

It.is not pOsq bfe to multiply more(than two. numbers at

et-more than two' numbers'- toa time. If we

group ust tWO. ITUMbers

In -.multiplying. 2,,x 3 4 we muat..multip1y.just

2-x 3) x 4 n

The parenthese -an that we .:are grouping the 2 and 3 and-

we think Of 2 as one number 6 . Then the product is

colic

2 x 3 x

This means we _are grouping the Viand- 4. We think of this .61

one number 12.- Then the product is 2 x 12. or''- 24.

2 x 3) x 4 and 2 x (3 x 4) are each names for the: Jame
- ,

number, 24. 'The way in whivh we grouped the-numbers did not

a nge_tne_prat_. When,we gl-oup 2 x .3 x 4. as 3)''x_ 4

or as t2 x (3 z* 4), we are using the associative peoperty of
* multiplication.

9 --



ope y:p to

3 X '(2 x 5

Finn ea c product U3e the associative p'roperty.of

ilia -011-cation r- a s - was" dphe abotte .

2 x.3

must we group two of 61e numbers in multiplying?
1LJ

What is the kesult 6f (3 x 5) x,2 ?
,

.,(b) What is the resalt of 3,`x (5 X' 2)

Is- 3 x, 5 *- 2 v 3 X x 2)

Is (3 x 2) x 4 . 3 x (2 x 4)

(b) 'Ake (3 x 2) x 4 and 3 x (2 x 4) different names



2`x

4 or 2 x 12

:24 4
24

10

These two ways always give the same prod

When We replace- carte day by the other, we are

using-the associative property of multiplication.

Because both grbITS of fedora give the same

pro et, we can leave out parentheses and simply



If hav tiuseL he a ,aCitl_ire:,pF.olot:arty of mu1tiplipa ;

x 2)

= 6 x -

= 30

or

'x 2 x 5 3 x- (2 X 5)

3 x 10.

30

Use-the assopia_ive property- of multiplication find these-
.

proaucts.

-7-- 8 x 30-,=

8.: 9 x 40

x

11. 6 x 60

12. 8 x. 40

4113. 3 x 70

10. ' 5 x 40 14. '+x20.

5 -5-x '90'

16. 40

17. 7 x 80

18. 3 x 60



Then copy

rig 'in the unknown,numbers.- Write '7

rue:-and F i.t a stateyrialt--is

6 -+1 = + (6 kr

1i +1 5. +

12 12

2.x 5 x 3 2 x 5 N-3) .

10 x:3= 2 x
30

-(18- - 9) , 2 18-
- - =18-

-Use-the commutatAve._and associative properties of

MiiltlplieatiOn.to make the followingsprodueta'f,easiertto-find

Example: ,5'x x 19) 5 x 2 x 19 - (9 x 2) x .19
..-10-X 19

=190

2 -x27

x AO. 5

[:(5 x 9) x- 7] x (2 x 2)

194,



Use wieobkni4tative and-assodiative properties. of

multiplication td' find the fc4lowing products-
.

0-x 30

e: thel distr b ye property to show that =-200'.--

-In a cha t showing all prpducte from 0 ;( 0 thrW.

9 x 9, tilere are 10 k 10 = 100 wultiplication fapts.

If pad knoW the commutative Property of thultiplication,

part bf the 'chart dp you really need? How. many

are given by this part of the chart?

195



E ploretic n.

Joe, Sa Ellpn, and Janet were members . a stamp club.

eieech-had-746me,-..stamps-to-put -in

Joe. put 46 ',stamps on a page in his book.

Fie put 8 stamps in-a row .

mp

He .mado es 'many rows of 8 stamps as he 'could.

Here:. is 'a picture cif the way Joe arranged his stamps.

Are- there- 8 stamps on each row?

How many rows of 8 stamps are there

How many, stamps are in the last row?

Tell if each of the sentences is true

The 46 stamps are arranged in 5 ,rows of 8

stamps, with 6 stamps left ov

The set of 46 stamps is arranged in sets of

and -a set of 6.

(5'x 8) 6.

196
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tamps on a p e n =hi.bOok

Hepdt 7 wtampsy-'Wa-ro

made as many rows a

Use_countera_ or draw a picture
_ ,fflE .--Yek,

amps as he could

to show how-Sam arranged

everai ways how S arranged his stamp

Complete this mathematical sentence to describe he
.

Sam arranged his stamps:

x 7) ÷

Ellen put 29 aMp on a cage in her book.

She arran edeas many of 'them as she could in

with the same-puMber of stamps in each row.

Use counters or draw a picture to sho how Ellen

arranged her stamps.

rowa,

Complete each these sentences to make it true

The stamps were Avenged as 6 rows of

stampsr W±th stamps left river.

The set of 29 stamps was arranged as sets of

-2

and a of



az=

44- She arranged as .many o

4npt -put 35 stamps =o a. page b

hem as -she.. could
. .

ith the smile number of stamps:same each (roW.
"

Use counters or draw a picture to show how Janet arranged

aciv ,of: heae sentences to make it true .
aisk

5 stanips were arranged as 5 rows of

- -- sumps'-left over..

set' of. La5 stamps could be arranged as

sets of . and a set hailing memberA.

.- 35 (5, x

ounters or drawings if needed to Whelp you complete

these sentences p7 make it true.

10. 23 9-

28 7

=



TIQNlA1C# SETS

sari'-IferCaff_aeparate-a-set-of thingOnto-su-seta= Vhen-me-
= .

o this, we may aay that we-pa_ ition the set.

e may try -to partit

getIr

a set so that each subset will

have the Same number of members.

Look carefUlly at' the. problems'and the chart belbw.

)

They may help us-see two different ways. to try to partition

setlso that each subset -gill have the same number of
=_=

y
members,

TOM had 23 popcila 'He Wanted to put them in 3 boxes,

J-le wanted each,with the same-number .of pencils, i each box.

box to have-as.many pencils' as pobsilA4.

put irk each box? How

Betty also had
e=

_small boxes, with,

pencils should

extra4pencils mould he tave?

28.;,p mils. She wanted to pilit them in

pencils in each bed. she warited to have

as many of these ,boxed' as; she could. How _many boxes of

How many'ax ra pencils wou-Ad she have?pencils could she have?

Tom Y

Number of pencils,in the
--JSet-to be partitioned

Number. -of subsets, with
the .:same number of pencils
in each subset

Number of pencila_
each subset .

3 23

n

Nianb- of pencils left Over



can use_ this We can-can use this

.mat atical,; sentence`to = help
_ -

Mathematical - sentence
_

help-

us think -about part ionink

-Tom's .pet cji penci

, -

up think about partitioning -_-

Betty 'A- set of 'pencil:8:

Copy and finish this

chart how pairs Of: Whole

_.nmbers tl t will peke the

mathematical-sentence_true.

5

Copy and finish this,

chart to !show_ p irs of wholp

numbers that-41 I make the
_

mathem

you' ahout-some-of-the-things-7-----

we have learned from these charts.' After this, rewrite-each

:Mathematical- Septtnce .so that it will be true, using the

greate -hhle number .you can f or n



kECORPOFCOCTHiNKING

orkineTogether

e -=hav =been- ng:_mitli'ematial-.sntndee_likethese

when we partition se of things in-certain way4

_number we

we can for -n.

.47 . (6 .x n)
.

-=to make-each:sentencd true-using'the,gr.eate whole

can for n. Knowing ourlmitiplicatian'fa tp Will-help.

us Make-true-senten =in which We use the-ireatest-whole number:.

a hematicarzentence:

We -kpOw_tha 7 x = 42 and-'that

Erx 6 48 o, 7 largest)

whole number an use for ru,

now can ,think: 47 - 42 r, 0,

e know that ,r . 47 - 42, or r -= 5.

Now we can write:

we may call 5 the remainder:.

Here are two ways to take a record.o

first write:

First write:

6 47;

Form IT

Then write: Last writ

6 137 6 4.
4a 7 42 7

5

Explain each cT these ways to make

thinking.

a record of our
_



'-z±low zlet a -sec, how we -eam.0 e oh of these a o nuke,
- A

a ilecord -Of our thinking-T en` we .tion,sets,.
N .--

. .

We -hav, ore e We -ha -27- --- °ran
,

e

want-to ,mak4 as many la ant to put.

a 4 oranges devwe,Oa_ to d? with the

X 4

4

num er

f irar es in e ch bag.

Let us use Fprm I
L,

o record our :thirn
.6.

4

t

e use I
:. ,

record our thinking

4)W.
24 24 6

Y- 3

it 27 - : (6 X 4) 27a 4 x -6

We .now know that with' We now know that with
..,

the oranges we can make
.

the orates we can make

bags. of oranges each bags of oranges. eac_
r

and we will. haye oranges arid we will have. oran'ges

le_ ov .
1 over.

Would we have found the

sumo thirig=4-f we had, used

Form instead of Form

to make a: resort of 'our
thinkihe.,

ld `we have found

the same thing if we had
-

use; Fori'm I instead of
Form-II-in-making-a=reoord----

' f our thinking.

As you work with more ,problems you lik 1- ill find that
,,

you.liki-one method better than the other. Learn to use the .,...-

'...
one you-grefe.

. -
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ere e z'Set 231-

Number in aNumbe r of Number in Remainder N1 therriatI dal Sentence
Wh e get stib-Sdis Eeeff sub 7 C

set (n



e.



-Bupolementa e e Set B

tt

If as a.factor and

iare you sure m X

o n at_e

oterr
0 id.

'.04101./.YOU replace t p.digit 5 by. another digit

and gtill have.a number with 5 as a factor?

,;as. a to',

Do
, 6

-

YQU are
y

a multiplier. You can multiply any two

number You are asked to find the number of seats in a

vdry ge.auditorium. The seats form an array. How=

would ou do it?

A marhing band always forms an ,array when it marche

The leader likes to use many different formatioris.

b ,-,bas 59 members .in: 14t The leader is trying, verb

:

Q find one- more member. WHY?

-e--or False? Every ;number with 6 as a factor ha

as factor also. Explain your answer.

neither m_ nor n has 4 as afacto then what. do

la know about the factors of m x n ?

would .you use the fact, 6 x 9

!ianknown_factor in 3 x n = 54?

206

to find the



You are told the multiplication fact 7 x 15 10.5.

frottiTriX1)-5;----7

7 x: 1 thout first finding

here an y is way to fill the blank. ii
101. WHY?

ltip3ly a number by 6. Divide the product by
is always- an even n ber. Why this true?



ComPlete the following- =them entepces

Notice that (24 +3) 4- 2 8 ± 2

Also _ '24 4! 6 = ÷ (3 x 2)

36 4- 12 (36 4-

b. t111.0 ÷ 8 = ( 4 a - . 4 ) -

Can, you.

-,Can you

Use the trick we found in problem tb f
mple: 72 ÷ 24 72 ± 24 s 72± (8 x 3)

(72 + ± 3 _

9 3,

3.

80 ±

12 20
a J.

kk±





eapha3iai.oide; g Ve-a-siMpler way-to get -the

Multiply by., 6.' Then divide the result Dy

',Divide by Then' multiply by 5.
, =

Divide by k. Then divide by 3.

Ihen miltiply by .3.

Multiply by ,3. Then divide by 6.

--each exercise, write a pair of numerals which correctly
, _ _

4 ,.

ills-the blank.' ('he' same number may be used twice,, but

A_o_taa the_number 1.)

a. (5-x

6+

Use what you did in exercisp 4 to.find:

agile: :288_ 24

288 +-24 144,



a, 8

1 - 1 6 x = 20

Me-the distributive propetty:

,x 4) ffi x ) =80
x x 7) a20

x 5 45

x_5) 4- (2x ) (3x

- ,r,..wu
. . ..



p e se Set D

e-,` '1 iaton-,ohait- below has certain rows and _column

o -they- correcto numbers in the left and

is odd and is less than,/ The set of all
factors has---3--members -- What is n?

_I!nk thinking of a- counting number., I will call it .n.
_ ,mr

iX n, an eve n' number.

n x 8 < 50
n has 3 as a factor.
What is -n?

711-rid -a Patte :in :tile list 'of products
- 2, 2 x 3, , 3 x 4, , 9 x 10

find a Pattern in the list of products
I x 2.X 4, , 3 x 5, , 8 x 10.



.

68+ n= 159
.13734--.-n

55 102

-72 n

q) 24 + 56 n

-) -50 90-=_

n - 28 . 39

_Ltse_the associative property to find -n in the following.

Example: 9-+

+ 8) +-7 n

17 + 7 a n
24 . n

7,,+__6 n_

26+ + 14 n

13 + 7 + 15

d) 24 + 16 + 11 n

63 + 24 + 82 n

2) 19 + 16 + n

15 -+ 9 = n

8 +

°9+ (8+
9+ 15 n

24 =

1) 5xkx2=n
) 7 x 2 x 4=n

8 x 5x 2.n
)-7 x3 x 3 =

p) 4x6x2 =n
q) 9 x 3 x 2
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L m g (d 

o - - 

EL = a x 6 (u 

- = -) 60E--(111 

6-J.- 9E 
(I: 

--" 

q 9 x LE '(2 

179 (-L 

q LL +, 92_ 

ll = TE1T - 

U' 7 95# -1--gfit: 

696 = 1:1 849._ q 
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anks between thi e names. Example: a)

(Ives f)

h, 1,

A (e, f)

13

'A C (a, b, C, d,

A

A

Write the word "even" or "odd to make these leritenc

4-even

e

(a, b, C, d g,

(a, b, ic

(a,- b, g, h, l xi y, _

a). The sin of any two even-numbers is an

number.

f any two odd numbers is an

number._

The product of any even and odd number
P

-is -an number.

. The surd of any odd and even number is-

number._

product of -any two even .numbers

an number.

The - product of any two oddl':numbe

an munber.



umber.

an number.

id_an number.

nuMber-,

is number.'

- ,n is an -_,number.

°an number. _

p1y"thd,"undaingp idea to these operations. Some
/

done for 'You.

'bo 3 .0 Undo

- 16,-

e) 4 x 3

16 - 6)4 6

(4 x 3)-

32 ÷ 4) x

g)

h

j

Fill in 'the -blanks

6 thou

8 thousands
. .

ens d- no ones

ens + no one



_ . _

-24 hundreds' 6 ones

hailsanae,'+z-Lk:hundredsr-* 61 tens +.9 _ones
,

tenai+ 11 ones

aid, .ffLWhen-I work"

I Use 'only the numerals

arlthme c problems
= J-

1, 2, 3, 4; .and 5.

What-hUrnber -ba-se dries -Mary- use?\,-,.-

Set B z (0; -1, 2, 3)
ri When Bill does hiS arithmetic homework he _T

ear-4
use -s only the numerals in Set 13; -What number

Wbade does he use?

i ha the place values- of three,, nine,

twentitseven, eighty-one, ... etc. What
14

number base J is being used?.

Write -a the rnatical sentence' (or two een ences if necessary) for

each problem and solve e Write an answer sentence.

pelling test o 50 word Mary spelled 38 words

correctly How many_ words did Maim sppll incorrectly?

There are 'six voVieyballs in a carton.. Our -school .buys

four cartona at 'volleyballs. NOW many balls .do they buy,



"Ralph has apritpdr ratite; He delivers 82. papars each
_ .;

`.-daY,.---WHoirma_ --papers 'does -he deliver On Monday throUgh

_Dick Wantedja baseball cap_ that cost Abet_tha
,

cost $2.19, and a- glove that cost .$4.63, liollttuah

money would the , three items cost?

Mr. Orden drives '12 miles to work each morns He

drives- 12 miles home each evening. HOw'many-miles-does

he drive each day? How many miles doed he drive in a ,5

day work week?

Jihice 'is four feet three inches'

n inches tall?

Janice:ie'_how'



o =

g) 6 + 8 15

125 h) 2 6, 2 6

264 268 - 2 - 2 + 3 6 + 2 - 2'

e' these--in base ten numerals.

hundred.

b) four thousand one ,-

seven hundred seven =

d) one thousand ten

e) nine ,hundred thirtein
one hundred, eight =

LWrite, each_,of these sets in set notation.
The, set of even numbers greater than

than 55. -
4.-1

b) The set of odd nWpbers less than 28 but greater

40 but 'less

than 16. 7

4

c) -The set of counting numberp between; 45 nd 51.

-d The-set of Whole numbers less than r 12.

_e set of, the .days 41%, the week-whose names begin-

With the letter re.
e set of children iri Nils room who are

old.

o years



In the chart-.beloW -tell _which property is illustrated
he.,numberzlnentence, at the left. Write the first

etter_Or_each:word that-names the propertyjnstead of

th6 wordtk.- :For, example, wIrite C P M fdr

b9r-g-Sentence erty Illustrated
-4- x 3 x 4

-.--:

,b 6 + 1 =.18 + 6

5x 2 . 2

8,x 3 F ..._ _

e) (9+ 1) + 6 = ,9+(1+6)
-

(2,x6).x-2_,,.ex
t .(6x2) _ ,

g x.1.3 = 7x 10 + (7 )<3 ) ._:, .
.

h 354-5 . 364:5 5 ÷.5)

Find what number is reprOsentcd by y in each.of these.
Tell what operation is needed to find y. Use A for

-M for multiplication,.S for sdbtraction., and

D for divisi6n. Example a) is done for you.
a) 6+ 9 y

y.= 8 x 5,

d) *9=19
e)- y = B+
f 4 x 6 = y

11) 7 x'y =



e mem 4 e

to

R?

nd the _number_ of__membe

A44.4.44414.4

of' the' Set- W U R.°. ,

d, e,
,b;,, c)

-Could you--use- subtraction to find the number of members.

,set---N?-

:Name the membereof Set N.

Part B

a -- mathematical _sentence (or two ,sentences necessa

for each problem_ and solve. Write an answer sentence.

Oii '8-at

game

did n

peopl, watched the Lit

People' boutiht hot doi

,hot _,do
,

Mr ..?Efrciwn can Monday he-drove- -

Tueaday 419 mileg Wednesday 284 miles Row Ttlanyimiles
4did'he drive altoiether?-



°

a s, i le f h a d' :99 .befits

anklet a -"eas E

op

nd no r= g pa doea.eaekollild

ead_

rid

- should_

a loaf,'a ea4-of corn fort ,623 .,cents

barefor 116NAntibfit'

-7= ^-r



REvthi:

m

i7
e th wing ap base tenF numerals:

1 X V
-dhuddreda.+.. 3. :tens + -ones, =-

13'. "tens + a ones

tenet 4 ones-
. - = 1 ,= %1.7

6 huh a 'tins 4-
-

= ,
ands + 12 hundreds + d g ten

16_ ,hundreds + 0 tens- +, 11 ones =

. .

2. In the chat't below, tell ablch%Oopehy 'is illustrated
.

- by the number sentence aCtile .j:ert, Write the first 'le
4

.

of each word that napes the property instead of writing,; 4.,
.

the Words. 5Poriple, write -A P M for Associative'

Property- of Molt plication..

ated-PrOPer

x-? 8xi)x?

,$



e the oReration 'indicated. Te-11 whether the answer

is an.,_:dd ntunber or an even number`.

Example
.

7 4-;21 58 even 13.x 117

.14 5

21-2. l4 g) 10 3.

18 x 32 h) 3

4 After each

never true'.

atemeht write alwaya true, sometimes t

An -even umber added to an .odd number gives an odd

.'nurrOer*

A- whole nUmber

whole number,

multiplied` by a whole number giVes

A whole number divided by. a whole number

number.

When zero is added to a whole number the

ls not a whole number.

If the order of adding two

the sum is changed.

whole numbers

A whole number subtracted from a whole number

gives a whole number.

An even number multiplied by an even number gives

even number.

Aneven number .added to ancelmn ppweer give

number.

If the order of subtracting one whole number -fr

an .odd

another whole number is changed the unknown addend

is changed.,

the order of multiplying two whole numbers is

changed the product is changed.
223



Part

e a matheMatical.sentence or two sentences if necessary.)

each -problem and.solve. Writp an answer sen e.'

When Dill went 'to the,school party',he counted the children

there.- After Children left he counted again-and

found. 5 -w ili?there; How.rt had Bill counted

Children, from Grant School came to watch a .

pr grin that

a

183 fifth graders at Lee school gave. , How

-ldren -were in-- the___Auditordwn_during_the__progr:ant

There are k23 children in one school. Sixty-four children

are in the fourth grade,T; How many children are not Yin_

fourth-grade?

are

John'

How

How

Reeckhaw 33 children in her class. Seven een children
_ _

iris. .How many boys are in the bias

116 marbles. His younger brother has 77. marbles.

marbles dothe boys have altogether?

nymore marbles does John have than hid brother

At a Little. League candy sale, fifty boxes of candy were

Sold one da.y. 'Mark sold. five boxes, Larry sold four boxes,

and Timfboldeight boxes. How much candy did the threp

How many boxes-of candy did the other boys sell?

22



group oje

SUQQST ACTIVITIES

Problem Solution Progression

The-firtit-meMbe of each-team'work one stet' of a given

problem'on'the board, then returns to.line. The next

child-works Step two, child detecting an error

by a team mate'maYsmake'corrections before hie-computation

made The 'firs team to complete a-problem with the

correct answer is w

ample:

4368 9712

9712 -368
877

45645

15 x 7

1264

e of Buzz as uggested in Chapter

Clock Race'

Draw a circle on .the board. Write numerals om 0--

through.i.10 around its face. Select a class member

indicate starting point, and have him complete circling

1 the face of the clock using 'the

9 indicated process. Can b used for

multiplication or addition
o r
x 4

225



individual- Projects

Make up new symbols for a .number

examples' -using ydur new .symbols hart, number line, -et

to Show and explain to the class.

system.:,- Prepare some

Look In the encyclopedia to find, number systems used by,

other countries. Make a chart that explains one (or more

for display.

ke your- own magic square, circle or triangle. p

on the board for the class to prove

Puzzles

Each of the squares below is not quite magic. 9ne number

must be changed in each. Cross off the number to be

changed and write the correct number.

12_-. .-5..-,.... 20....

.11 '23

12 :14

b. 10 . 31_ 15_

0 9 4

3 16 14-

In each circle, place one of the

nuAbers 11, 12,, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 10. The .sum of the three

numbers- in each line must be 45.

17 10

13 12



Pind the Miasin D Dohtt give up too soon!

Foreach, .thesel examples write only one of the digits

4, ' 7, 8 and 9 each blank-to make

the example correct

60 1 0 4 6.3
1. 5 8 7
4.:4, 5 8

B'8

2095 ,

0 6 9
g) 9 6 h)

4
0

1

1 6 0

Braintwi

My brother is 5_ rears old. On his next birthday

ihe will be
.

10 -What number base am using?

Jnhrrs-di5g-Weighed7 pOUnds on `Monday When he'was--

weighed again two weeks later -he weighed 34_ pounds!

The dog had gained 2 pounds.,

Jchr .1;i4i4113?

;;Olimber- of bi ds in a ,cage doubleal every minute. ,

ca g6 is full in half an hour.: When was the cage half full?

What- number base is

An ant is climbing a post thirty feet high. 1t climbs

three feet each day and slips down two feet every night.-

How long does. It taka,the ant to reach the top of the-

post?
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_chapter 5

SETS OF POINTS-

LEARNING ABOUT SPACE

We_are,living_in the space age. Maw,hasalready traveled in

epade,and more space exploration will be-done

Suppose wg"Vere to-plan a trip Mars. Our space ship will

have toTfoIlow:a path which leads to are, Mars is moving all the

time.- To reach it, we must know its location, in Space its speed

_in_spaoe, and its Alrection oftravel.

The'btudy of space and location is part or mathematics. This

part of mathematics is called geomet-r. The things that we have

been learning abOUt the number system and about addition and

subtraction belong to the part of mathematics called arithmet

To study geometry we need good imagination We make models

and draw pictures to help us learn about things we cannot see..

But our Imaginations must help us too.: Is your "imaginer" 'ready?

Geometry is not new Thousands of` years ago the Egyptians:

and-Babylonians used ideas -from geometr It helped the to plan.



pyramids- layout their fields- and study about. the moon,

nets.

The first'geometry,book was written -about 2200 ,years ago.

_.
-.I#J1ad-most of the ideas we still use in studying about spade,'

. -..

Ahwever, many new ideas About- geotetry are still being disdovered.

Maybe you will be one to discover a new idea.

At first "geometry meant "earth treasure. "" Hut now geometry,

also4..ises ideas which do not_invo,ive measurements. unit

called-Sets of Points we are goi to study some of these ideas.
f..

We know that a "set is a,dollection of things. Can you

guess 'what' a set of "points" would be?? First you would need to'

f

_know what a "point!' is. in this unit we will learn about points;

cam, rays-, circles, polygons, and man.



What is a point?

end'of.a needle? Is it the dcit a-pencil makes? Letts

'point ;gleans _in geometry.
.

Is itthe. end Ofasharp pencil the

lb Use You

a sheet of paper.

with a dull' pencil

Working Together

sharpeat pencil to make-a dot near thecentar

Now make a dot with a crayon. Next make ./ dotdot

these, dots look alike? re

they different? In what way-are they the same?

Which of-these 'maps of Colorado-be shows-the-100

ate- oapital?. Why?

Denver,

COLORADO

(b)

The dots,you made in the first example and the.dots in thd

ma0 of Colorado are. attempts to show an exact location. The

small dot marks the location more exactly. In geometry we often

a small dot represent a,ppint. HoWever, the dot is not the

y more than' a picture of a cow la a cow.
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A point in keomet

ou.imagine soMething

means an exact-location in space. Can

mall that you cannot see it? A point

small it has no size at. all. --77

Unless you have a microscope, you cannot see a germ. However

a germ covers many points` as we think of them. If you. ware going

to mark-on a sheet of paper the location,covered,by one germ you

would need a Very sharp pencil-. The dot made with the pencil

would cover all these locations.

A very small dot is used to represent or stand for a p0
.

Jlitbougna point is smaller than any dot which can be.made-

drawing.

Hold yo pendil -ith,its tip above your deak-as.-in_th-

Could the sharpened tip of the pencil show a point? Move

your pencil` to another part of your desk. DOes the tip now show

a different point? Points ao not move. They always stay in the

same location.



geometry We Usually
.

letters like thi-

.4

ame pictures of.of points with eapita1

rile Points represented by A, and C

points.lit-141e will learn many interesting

points.

can be called'a - "set of

hings about set,s,

Despribe a set 6 three pointin your classroom.

-scribe -a set of'twe; points in your classrdom.

scribe a-set of eight 'points in younela oom.



EXerci6e Set: 1

WhiCt.,o theseds the best rePredeniation of a poin

410

mark-a-set of five popts-Using small dots.

Label:,;:theqk pictures of points using the first Alve'letters

of thilphabet.

:7.71fin-te:the:letter_of the bestansWer,
. -

A dot made with a pencil:covers' '

one point

-one hundred poin

__agveral_pointe_.

" .

more-points than-can be counted

4. Mhichof .these best describe a point?-

a.mark made with a.pencil

a very very small dot AN

exact location in _pace

a dot
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_

What
-,

''ina space? Is it air? Is it -,sn -empty place?
--;. . --

distance'-from Earth to Mars? It Is not any or these as we think
.-

of "space" geometry.

Here are 'some examples of things which occupy ets of points

in: space:

The eraser on your pencil

The -door to your classroom

YOur little finger

Working Together

1. Now can you .guess what "space" is?

choose?

(a ameth

.#,

h 'answer would

-an object like 'a door a finger .

( Space la-the set of all the exact locations everywhere'.

If you chose an (c) you were corredt. aIEE is the Set'

..of all points.

This means all exact locations everywhere. .fq.1-.Val-oeations
Acrk

an the head of a pin, in your home, in your city:_ and the sky above,

n your countryiLi -4,he world ,and in the entire unikerse are
t-.

points in space.
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Space. as we now pictuib is probably very different from
X

the idea you had Any !object yOu can think of covers_or occupiea
-,

lots of points of space.: :::For example, a,ball, a bikok:Of wood, a

room, _a building, the earth aVe =all occupying parts of space;

11111111

74ar,7777.1-

111111111

111111116,4

filled with air only?

a block of wood. contain one point.'91 space, a

points_.of space, or more pointS( of space than can be

4. Place a cup on .a desk. IC-repre ents-iany Points.

c.

Move the cup to some -ot=er; place. et; 'I now -represent- the
!

_

r"aame set of points -ore?

5. Place a block of mood on a desk. It represents many

Pointe.

'the same set Of:points as before?

Move it,o some other-place. Does .it now represent
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'Exercise Set 2-r-_-

Write the letter of the ri

. .

-Which',of these best-tells what ;space-' is

,ay Space is ail erhpty places.
t
e 2

Space-is a set'of.p6ints.

Space is the set- of all points.

-.Space is the gir around the earth.

In. a truck load of agrain there are

a) just as many points as there are grains.

b) more paints than there are grains.

once of there represent a, art o

A mark-41514=make on your paper.

Theldea:of truth.

.your teacher.

A tree.

519e. idea of beauty.

he crease in piece of paper.,

237



ll b1tstfm parer to mark Points* o_,

With ,your-finger to show gays you could go from one,.
I /

eother.. How many different paths could you 'follow in

401hg7fro

,fr,041oge_Point_to,theothsr. i= =
.

-_,

There,, are many ways of going from A to
......._ . _ _

P -of two waya.

see a

A

two onto on a sheet of paper. Label them; a sd B.

-Show 5 wayz of going froM A to B on your paper; Wedo'not

. =have'-
_

ave'to stay-on the pal Think-how you can 'go from A'

and touch the paper only at the'dots.

In going from one point to ar er, you have traced a aurve

with the ti of your finger or with, pencil. We think of a-

curve as a set cZpoints. It the differant-locations your

-finger tip Or,penbil passes throUgh.in going -om.bne paint to



Pi 1oda

e-"Mbre" about curves, between two

iece 'fzatring -tie s to 'two pencils at -
-us can e he erase he p

Uslocate these points far apart as
_

ut ouz pencils. Does the string show the-
.

direct, path is a way of allowing a special type of

curve. We call it a line segment. Put dots on thit string
ilairig-halk; pencil, or a pen. Mese dots mark points forte

the

lire think of a line segment as a set of poirtts. It is
cif all the points we have marked and all other points

.on pur tightly(stretched string., . .It also
pant& represented`` -wtthe erasers. we can show line. segments

.

contains the two
t

in other ways.

fi



oCi Q.f .wood the,- points .and as shown

B

-.Draw'; two Curves on, the block from point A - -to point B-

using two' colors of crayon.
,
6-either-curve you -drew- contain any,. line, segmentst

One excellent way to show a line segment is to draw

e o one with a, ruler and pencil. Qn your.paperdraw a

segment Connecting the two dots as.shoum in the figure-belOw4

shall represent a line segment in this way.

We name 11 "line segment AB." A short way to write

lin& segment AD" M AB means line segment The line

segment ends at points A and B. Therefore points A and

e =Called endpoints

24o:



__-

of,,your,clatis146-om as,represel4ing a

-eat,, -line segments with this-point

1-Hame'all -,theaink segments you see-represented in this

e, with endpoints,in the set of points -(A, Hi 0.

7. -Mark a point On your paper; Cal].. t point_ A.. How many_

--ldifferent- line segments
- ..can. you draw with 4- as an endpoint?

Give some examples representation of line segments

euggestid by objects. n your claSsroom,

9. Does yo

oundary?

a e have -line segmen as a -part o

_19. Mark a point on you

line_segmen

paper. Would you.call.your mark .a

Mark 'somehing,11. h

paper'. Is it a line se en'

s Met h tig---on-yoUr-paper-whi oes-no epresen



PF -

shown lwre.

B

rent -Lves

thej,bestanswer.

One point

ae,points

points

moritc'Points than can be counted.-

The- set of points 1,14 B] is marked below. Copy this set on

yonr-pa er7,----Draw-as-manyline-segments-aa4possible_having,

both endpoints in this set.

A*

How many are there?



on your paper. Draw* all

`both ,endppints An (A, B,

here

ot7Pants -on'your'paper.- -How

'06-gmetitul earl you draw, each having two' of the

POI namedaabnApolqta. Be sure to drew all the "line

segmeh -Name-the:line-se lrienta you drew.



_

,'-
shown below

-A6-enendpoin_

point on your parie,t, d-1 e
,

Three. line segments hi6414:

'P. Drem,PiefUres-or

.6ithdpoint.

t

This is a

%'pe--,Tarite i In a



kingTogethar

o g segment=which contains point A and point
- -= °

3Ygiiiefid,4:ng' 'IS:: in-both directions. Label the ~ endpoints of

e-gment45withtheletters C -and D. Does your drawing ,,look.

something -like this?

contained in cm

2. D14aw an even longer line segment which contains points-

d B by extendip TD" in both dire 14 Label the

s o 'egmeriVI 141-th ',letters E and E V'our
_

-



Ian
14

011

on o_

T

_P
, 'a` ).Anger=

s i11 ',longer --line , segment

and _point. B. _Thirik_ bait' this,

t if you were wto draw longer 'and
4

which' A_ -and;- -Biz;

linefegments.of longer and longe-1,--!length.

.
-"Thearrows -are-tis :to-:'-show that goes

L.

both directions without epd? Only part 6f

be-piOured on this,p- We can call the.line-picVare,,
line A short'ifiair o writing line AB is

Both A and B name points on- the line; 7
D name other pdin on the lire

this line, line CD,- or line AC,

ould a
AD.

'Line AB id the same as line What otherAB
,,, ___

es can- this line have? -Use, just the.poinis named...
...:

1



.Draw!a line Segment which Pictures still of

the line PS- and also includes line segment KS Can
A

syiiu draw a,complete picture, of hetline.. PL?

araW a picture of a line AlB. 'On your papet sho

-'
short way of writing lin A.B.

_

:',-Remember that a line.sAkmOnt is e-set,of many,

pointi'aod a line also of many points.

5. ',.F9!).low these instructions carefully.

Mark'a, pint on,your paper and label it A.

one line through point A.

Draw

b) NoW dr t-diffe ent line through

'Next dra4-three more different lines thtoUgh p

the linesI'yOu havecitawn.' Label the .points with the



he sentence
0-= _

iines than 'you -can count._ ' to.r.,
.._.

e
= -, , :- -- ; " , ,

-.;the
, kon of la line esetment- thro

'On Yaw' hpet of paper.

a -'hatik-twopoints---L-A

V-;

1.16w many, lint-opetgents can ypii draw' with 'endpolints

A, and B?
t

&MI6 t u paps- Oro
4

and B?

Kow many lines arq there that" contain both A and B?

Belo y me have ,repfesented a -line and three poinpa

oft ine',

we labtel" this line rEl or AC?

-proble 6 we ',saw :that with
,one line could be drawn through poi

ow on think. Of this statement as .a fa

one 1,ine that an be drawn through

11

A. !end

:there is
he-tWo.points



air up ps fie make-lager-and longer",-libe- segMenta

Then 'SUptiosa we do not have a second endpoint, as in the
/

picture below.

Tile iiire an idea- for what is lad' a' Et.Z.

We can 0 w : picture:; of only part o a ray on this

age We can name this ray, ay AB. Both 1( and B



ray BA;
,

'the same as ,ray

n poin A i '

t its -encIpaint?

04,-..41C,,30----zr-,

AB. %Can- yon.' tell why?'

fhe7riaPiiii-151.' AB?

.the ., on, the,

-e in one ,dirention ,from this

3

exarople, look at the line represented be10W and

he ,Point.'-on it libeled, -.\\ A. One fray, is represented: by
-:,-

Part of the-,line.- other ray is- represented
_ 4

the dotted' Part' of the \line'. ,l'he point A 'belongs. to

oth--"raya represented and -1s called the endpoint'br either



of a :A Set 6 rays

; represented_represented; beam of light from a flashlight.
- and- ex" enda in. one

A,,B ilsrepresented below

a la AC _another name for.,t.hiS -ray"-

IS BC another name for this -rays

Is the _ray .BA represented?.

d) Is the ray BC' represented?

,---. ----- eisie Set=11.-
el

1. On your paper copy points F a

Draw a' picture of line-8-egment FE.

Mark two points. do your paper and name them _,G

and H. .Draw a picture of the line 'through Q

and H.

-'-c pieta=.o

Write thesynibol for -.line
.

GE; '-for__ ray J.

What--IsAhe*endpoint-of--
-)

.Ia,- the same-ray as LK? 1
,



A be the name o a point o the'line below.

How many rays which are part of this lane can have

as an endpoints ;

_
aw a p_ ioture o line on your-paper. Let A

-a line

'Ploose-a Point bf the line different

in one direction and label it B.

Choose aftother point of the line in the otheras
direction from 11-'and label it

Name 4 o rays with endpoint which dre part

df this line.

Are there any more ray on this line which hav

AQ as an endpoint?,

.:,Label a point on yur paper as 6+
4

I

Draw one ray with endpoint A.

`Draw another ray with endpoint A.

Draw four more rays with endpoint A.

rays could there be with.l_ v: as. endpoint

252



VA:-

ori your paber. draw a .ay. el' it at i
vr

Ile with. eidpoint A that
. .

en point? iioWs main. rays

tin your feTI;per draw- h endpoint A.

a) Cho se n the y different from A and

b cont d in

ow segments id there be on TA which have
. ;

i---
-----------,.?"-

as 'endpoint';
Mar4 twoint ycr paper and label them

and

a) o lines can you Prraw' which contain ptint R?
.7

.

any 114_ can you draw which contain point S?
a.,

,..how mgny lines ,cam, you draw which cottain po t h
e "

. .

, -1-

Which e correct endingf

A line has 0A ray' has

exactly dpoilik. I 0 a) vac tly ni 1 endpoint.

b) p eta pain t 13.1 T. endpointh

cz no . endpoints . 4 c) no endpoints .
45

1 At tine segm has
qv

a) efactly In endpoi

b) g e d nts .

no 4endp

53

f.



PIANESI.

la oo

Working Together

an you f;nd some flat surface

Name as many...as you can

n, your

.

po you know the geometric name a. set of-

pOints suggested by a, flat surface? I t is plane.

Each flat surface you have named rePresents

of a blane.

2. Put your finger on a point on the top Of

your deak. Now put it on .t different point. How

many different poipts can you find,on the flat top

of your desk? How many points do you think there

a in a plarie?



irour finger at a-point itoye the

of your-'desk, then -atR a point beloWthe.top

-
your. desk-. Are there many: points which are-

the plane repreiented by the top of your

TrOm,now-pil.w&shallthink of a part of .a

points4n%space. It is-the

tkindHOf set. a ggested, by all points Oh- afiat,

table top, or. on a wall, or on the floor.w- .A

piece of paper.lying flat on your desk also

suggests a pdrt-of a plane.

L. To ge a 'better idea of wha

a plane, follow these 'directions.

See the picture of the figure below. Draw

one like it near the center of a piece of

1



Tra e e with a (red) rayon Color the--

art -ofthe-.plene inside of the figure the same color.

Give this. Oblored part the name A. Is this colored

region .a picture part -of-a plane?

aw-a'bigger figure which encloses the colored-
_

e ion.

olor-the4arger.figure and- its insid

e thiS new colored region,

a

Does the ri olored region picture a .part of the same

plane as P.?

Does .colored region

mode of.his plane?

or colored region picture.--

Draw a third figure which encloses the colored

'region B. Color this figure And its inside

his ,new' colored region,

(red). Name_

Does this new colored regibn,picture a part the,da e.,

,plane that A did?

Does colore4.region A or colored region B

'region :C picture more of this plane?

Can You draw pi ure of the comple-- plane

ested by r ons A, B, and C?



binkof-a4ine containing ,longe_ and longer.

segments so shall we,think aVhole'.plane as containing
. .

.

-.larger and larger.flateurfacea, Imagine your table top .

grewing lawer,and larger on all aides., -You would the/1

havepa table top,upon which_ you ,coUld Walk as far as you

wished inYany-direction.

5. Does the set of points represented by tie table

top move when the table is moved?

6. Name some other objects which epr ent'parts

7. Is there more than one.plape n space?

We shall often use` a sheet o paper placed.''PW-

'41at'table or desk top te'represent' a or a plane.'

---The table top- itself may be thought or as containing

even more points of this sameiPlane.



cercise. 'Set 5

ea' a" plane- as we shall think o it contain one

paintor more points than can be counted?

Take a sheet bf paper.. _Think of it part

plane. Is it possibte to draw more than one 11n

I draw two lines.

Nali_draW three_more linee.

Draw ten:more lines.

es a,,plan econtain one li e, two. e

',linds&than can be counted?
_

ri be the -location of a' o .--.410-on, this

)ascribe the location of a laneinot,_Onfalis p1
ai: .

e 14p1an6,contain all'points.ofrspace?

,
----.Take-sheet orlpapet) Think of it as . a pfan

-
, -

vibe a line which idnot on WS ilane Draw a
-:-;

)

s.. ra c is'on the n ne °. ,tescrit; -ay which

- !

try:on thia aims.



If the endpoint of -a ray i _on :a, certain p then

Thus he ray he on that- plane?..

10 . two points of aV ay are On the pl e then rust the

day be on the plane?



LINES- -1

ng Together-,

us- think about a: line and .a plane. 'Suppose

two of its points in the plane. For

look at the pints :A and Ti represented on thin. -Page.

The page uggests:part of a plane whiCh contains A and B.
. .

Answer these que-tions carefully

many lines contain both points A, and B?

re'_all.of the Points of AB contained in a'pl'_

which contains' 'A:". B?

Pcant..ih(
'theplane and label it C.

Draw .line CA. CA An the

plane?

d) 'braw line CB. Is CB in the

A

uppose we have tw.p points,

e have ',plane called' E. If- -point A is in plane -

ad is in pla.no E, then the entire line

Is in,..plao E.

2. Which is the correct ending:
_

A line with two of its points contained in a plane

has some;_ but not all, of

plame.

has all of points contained in that plane.

its points ,contained in that

260



,-6

Can.there,b

twojoints? If there

exrple RoMember the

these-two poinS,.

orethan one =plane co

s. more. than o ne'plane, give an

just one line containing .

Fold-a piece of piper in half=, We think of
.. ..; ,- .

the crease J.Ine segment Stand
. .

the folded paper
-.-

on -our
.

desk- o that the crease does not touch sl.lb

The Paper makes -tent..

'.--creope

.Doe

there,

th .suggest:, parts ,of two ,planes" which contain.

egrrient:represented by the crease? f,so,,show

Give an example of :two points end three plan6sr

passing through them.

Open a thin book so that you see the pages as in the

...figure below. The spine of the book suggests a segment.

WE.



=What does each page Suggest?

peed eackpagepass througkthe spine o -he book?-

7. Choose two points irf,sPect.- Now how many

planes'do you think contain the same two points?

Choose a-line segment in space. Hdw-many
fi ,

4danes:d0 you think contaiwthis line segment?

9. Choose aline in space How many-planes do

youthink ddntain this line?

.O. Which.is the correct ending?

Two points in apece are contained

1) only one plane;

.-many, many piande,..but we_could_coun he-_,

more plans than can be counted.

Aline segment is contained

1) only One plane.

2) manyr many plane

3) tore plane

but we could count th-

than can be counted.

A line As contained in

only one plane.
, .

2) y planes but we could coun them.

e planes than can be:CoUnted.



11. Ide are now -going. to make -:a very impbrtant
. .

-

observation. -Hold .a. a-piece of- cardboard t'the middle

ide edges by the. middle finger as

Without moving the thumb an middle finger weare

ableto.use. our other .hand. to rotate he cardboard to

many positions showing many planes `through AB.

a) Now rotate the cardboard until it touches the tip o

your indek finger'. Thinl of the tip Of this finger as

point' C.

The card now retoresents a plane passingthrough th

points A, p, and C.

Does there seem to be another plane passing thro

pointa' A, B, and C?

Thi -'suggests that

line_ther4 paSSes just

this as a.geometricfact.

ough three points rot on a.

lane. We, shall, think of



b)- Think of-a'lidoop representing part:ef a planeand the

hingWreprepenting pointsts the doer swings, open,

does it suggest many planes thrb tbete4)oints?

Now hold a finger tip:against the 4136r.,ipur. ringer

tip represents athird point:which holds deer open- in

.- one position.-
,This againsuggests )hat through three point

line there paeSes Ust on plane.

12. Review

A plane contains more

be counted.
I

and mo a lines than can;

b) If two-points_of d line are:COntained, in.e'plane,the

contained inthe,:planee

c)- Through two points.there passes

be counted.

h three pain

and on iy pine ° plane

not on a line there passed one. -.



6--
kTERSECTIONS.OP LINU-AWPLANES

WorkinkVogethe

-.De you, recall what we mean by the i ntersection of

two, sets?

I Set- A = -(_ 9 bt B.. 47_9)

e' intersection of A and E, is

-R R,

The intersection o C and S ,is

The.union'_of and S

t E 6, 7Y6)

The intersection of and F
_,

The 'union E and

You know. that

As a set of pointer Ni,liet us:find the intersection of. two

line is a s-

(.9

N D Y

I.

, 121

f points and a_ plane
v_

Lbok at the poin named on e in the picture

below.

What -points. of, AC are- Qf

t that is on bpth

4-10'
:What ...is the intersection. of AC and Ea?

-4,
What is the intersection of BA and NI?.

:What is the intersection of and. A?:

Is- the



aiyy, Imes so'& -,A=1

IJEWa Card to represent a,plane-inVa pqnciln

la_°iing..-:-.-Canyouthold71--them7to make-their-

AnterSection

one. point

-no- points?

just,tito pointa.

Imany points?

10., Use two cards to represent two planes.- 'Can you
_

-hold them so the intersection of the planes
,
they represent

1,-ia

a) just one"point?,-

--b) just=two-4)ointiS

c) nore,;thsrrtiyo poin

no oint.d?

=

2 6 c.

. 4



vof. e i e show that

potion of a line and a pfahe is one .point?

a 11.17 a ion of a; line and-a plane,is a line?

he i ersection,o o planes is a 1-
,

J.
.

he''inteseption
,

Of-two liues,is a, point?
, -, .

,.--
. .

e intetisePtiPn of lir s is the empty set.



_ e-bet:t

a , o .n o ilaperafid-label'it .D
-

6 = ife 'ea through A.

a l ' hi-intersection, of-the two lines?
-=.---- :

a
- -

o,differen- points 'on your paper and dell

d C. Can iou draw two different line

hthr6ugh' B and C?- Can yOudraw one line

Voth-

ord will make this a true sentence?

2i,two different, lines in a plane cross, their

w -
intersection is Point.

4. Can you draw a picture to represent two lines whche

intersection seems to be.'the empty sq If so, draw

. it.

Look at the,valls, floor,
1

:Clasarce_ i. Whioh_- _resen

_ 'of -your

which',"

7



frpnt wall and ceiling,

=give'. you have . folded a sheet of paper and o",_
_ _.irto form a tent as.:ve c-lid, before. Does the' fcil ed-,

,

the-set two- intersecting planes? What--is- the-

intersection in this case?
NT

S. 'Complete-this sentence. Two

space intersect in a

1f-three-different points of a .line _are -fn ,a
a

what can you say about-the line- and tie - plane?

intersecting planes

, -

' 10: ReView
. ,.. , ...

e have learned tic fc. lowing fac

Xi' two different lines 01 p e OBBi th'eir

intersections s ox point. VI

if -two different e- h sp e c o .0 the

terseetioris once
a pline and a ,lazie, the ip tersest on.

either (ane point the entire line.'
tt



7.0.1art,'

,WOrking,Together

e ion on.ourvei, we dziew_a path,from'a
!

o:ap6int B. ailed the 'set 9f,pOint.0_
.._

fiejpenc a -ea _hro -h 1.,

A
1'

_k,tWo.pointaJan your paperJah4lian*
. , -,

. , .
J.i.-

,pu___.DWaw on your paper a.picture of arve7
,

froM,,

helix ;

a,curve.
k

Mark a point K. Draw a

starts. -*pd comes back to K alon

path. 'Couldlyda draw the curve using line

4.

tW *Ants and

44-

aince_your curgabegins_and ends_a
Av.

it is a ,closedralUrve.

% Mark a diffe

ciwtains K and call it

trace-the'cUrve and, come bac

every poinCof the Curve?

. . .



, SY: rg'41.1 4.r
s'A.,'w;thetiit aroasi

int B. Draw a ,eurvei thaitg ,

-' and then -comet bekto
# ., ....

;

**1i, --,- .-L'
,._- -.76 -" ,--` ---', - .;i --

, . ' ,% I

,.,,

.

'41414..V.A.hliti/161-igh-___ A, 'and' is talldd a, siMple 'ClosedeilLiti*Z,"-,r-

-cure 7 IitaitS .' at one--poN't and comes back to i point...
--

_.; ,_,witholAt_'fir,itirs' ecting itself. All the;pOints of a-sifple.;: _'''''-.
dlOtied? curve 0p.- 1D the same plane-. . :-

=
i m 7 e el IS

I I e

SS
- ilt St et t ,S m

i-S. fm,S:is Aet,,,tm,i-emte-mmle-11-4;

--- ,.Mar ,a point -C and .a, point D. Draw 'a, curve t
o-y' ,

,
, .._ , v . -. ....

eat .Thil '1,7ailid 'Pads es, 'through D twice and .'- then comes
'... i3_ _''_. --.: 4'= .' ,' r , : --, ..:- , . .,4 -w :- '--",11.,-... .-...-....1

.. . * %-', .*** ,-.- . '

!'T'- ,. .
,

. : . - -. '''...- ±_. :41' -T -: -: -'-' 1 '
E :s. ..-

-
R-14mrcurkee' through; and D-' is not -a simpia-Ziosaii, .

V

4cury e vbecause itv
nterseots itself at D

.4° 6 Rile -qurve-b ow aces not .intersect Itselfaces

is it Tnbt,-Ei Sivnyle..-closed, curve? ,

: ....
ha. figure --below a simpl closed curve? Why?*

4 -

271-

=
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dieise, Set 7-,
=

pie" sed;euxv.e..oh'you
."

th a-bluCorayo;i:Color'reettAp,part-otthe

-Inside,the,ourve,_,Coltir'-greenthep'pertl,6
-

he plan040trteide the 'curve'. .. (Can Sou.eplor-,i11%

low e!:pletu es' o



Do the boundaries ofmoet stataaon map o he

_

United States represent.aitple closed curves?

ate one smote :whose boUndary-on7the-map-of-the-United---

Statei does not represent a simple closed Curve, Name

another-such-state.,

is the figure below _ mple closed curve ? -

Th it the;Unism of simple closed Ourves? Now m_

cursed curves?

4



EaC. an-d. 5:: of page RTI look sorrietIgfi,



a ple-_closed curve hich is the union of
ee 1irie:1 6 What it a. name for=yoar 'figure?,._.

.--
_ ..

our Aaff e Oh ;-, a ' e- a name._ for your figure? '-

rkiie hlinelse en at s aname for your figure?

an `nyou- draw a' simple closed- cu

Why?segrrepfs
zzz,

re with two' line'

A simple closed curve which is the union of line,
nts id- Called. a polygon.

Which 'of these are pictures- of simple, closed curves?

-.Which are. pictures of polygons?



is

e_diNl'itehke- the union 'o_ line segmen

,

idh-:of-the pie Ures in Ex. 3 are:Jpietures,o

ieh-of the- p ctures- in- Ex..3-- are pittiies-o
. -I

Ariliterals?

ith
Mark' three tints on your paper like thede:-

:Draw_ _AB, --AC `-, -
ii,

C.

A

'B

-.ea, the figure re_resent a po on?

rs

es the figilre re «resent a triangle?

-at words should -e this sentence?

A triangle is made up of line

segments. and these line se

different endpoints,,

h ye



or the-

Exercise Set B

DOAW a picture, of a ample closed -curve that I

union. of --three line segmentO.

s

Zabel the endpoints of the three line se .- _

ow many different endpOints, are there?

4 "

What are two-names for this,kind of simple
_ _

closed _curve? .

23.Drawapictureof'asimple closed curve that,is

-the union of four line segments,--

414er-the endipoints,of-the four line segmen_

How.many-endcoints are there?

-Whatiara-two:naMes i'or this-kindlof-simple
. .

A,0,0Fed.:eurveip_.

:DraW a picture of..a. simple curve that i

theunioh,of five:,1 segments:

__atisa-mame-Tora.kind'ofsimpl_clOsed_ 1 , ,-

cUrve? 4!



angle

d) .qUadrilateral

,

6 .Draw in your drawing for Ex. 4: How many'

triangles do you see? NaMe'

Sow, dliaw ar in the name- :figure. _ mark the intersectiel

n and' Label it E. How, _menz,

you see now? Name them,
a

es dpi

ate a set of :points which is the unitik of three- lire

segments. Draw a- curve which t.

of three line =,segm ants. .then 'd win be qifferen

,
atheae -drwing_ be. the same?'





2

icing ,TOgethei.:

ark pdint-'on yoUr'lpapertand

,,,

ai*k in nj th _leh=a-ret ThehC

point_ marke

sores more ,points, which
.

he oin _rked A. d Be sure

ale_ two inches -2-

`are, in al. _

-ry

`directions from point A.

t
r.

4., Do the, pp-
,

closed curve? Qt_ use the point marked A.

not, mark some ,mare is which are two inches from
_ -

A. Now-draw a simPlp closed curve through these

Mark some more points on your drawing which

pint ,marked

6. Are these,new points on the p.cture of the

simple closed 'curve you drew? ,If not, change ypur
_ -

.

simple closed curve so that these new points will be

on its

(

/ 1: 'Does your drawing-aUggest a simple close

whichlhasa special lame?

rve



ly:repr
-eaMpasir is: ne<Se

kw: circle with 4-=6._:mmRap

he compass between- yourl:tumb an

you- -y , press; lightly, the compass Wit1L,

.0rX, 13ettk*,' for yqu. :' Press slightly` arder on the' cshEfrO
. . , .,

tip_,,,Of_the, compaks you _do,._ on Vie, pencil- part of thez.

compass .

ff When you etart to draw a circle; do 9ot lift the d

co _ass_fromthe. paper until the cirole_is completed.
riot forget--- to tilt the dompass in tilt direbtion you are
drawing. the -circ le

;/

using your compass correctly.
;

Iry

Practice

1



a -7

.,J.),...

, 11

1 : '-'0',-,,
i , J ,.. .

. it n --,ippin a e 0

,

I

,

,

n o
,

dig wt a
i,

ici
11

k
,

L

ol,' i = =1 e to ,e, een',,;the, venc
, L , 1

...:y.

414,If * draw in
.4..0.

ur,vc

twa, p0 y_ of I your c le . ,,-._

oi ' 4 andll -pioture-o
1

rkd e
, ,

.

center i of -the, circle and
. 0

g- :

e-.-- .- --, q , ,.

1

c' lld a ridiuse. the 1.;c le .

,

Q. . picttre of EU in your drawing.

radradiug' Of the*, lei

Can , you artivf another' radin.a 2 .1f soa, r1o. Cal it

H,

aft ; you drat: stAl another .radiit "Ida

, h

.

How. many radii doeci,' a circle Hbdii
, =

pl u r a ll of radiuei_



e- eierl e picture

4htg_t
-

e e-

he $d' O

a

a_ point. Ori_;.yOuz,papar.,-;aii- i e
- ,

. center:.

w-a--ol-rdie- wit =-15ts genter,,-,,

, I

. ,._

-, --e-v=-4 ...--.-...:+.--,- '. _-..-,1,..L _ _et _A

DraW a'xsdius,--of 7.elxii eircle,-

V - , ,,-, ,

, -

ark a, Point_of,!your a.a.mi,latidlit

'is a
A _

Qf he miro4.e

--.17-16okfaiT his, p ctu e.

R'

een

adiu the

giro
fib_; "

An, r

ahout the lengths of RIP and



e

center ca:t-pOint

1Da§siilg--.--, ,

sibint ': S.
_,,,,, , I, I , 1 ,

Drawl]: cl*cir, ,with the ',center a ' and pasW.n$.
, , , .._ ,,

,thrA:),14 to '0'11
,,,.. I ,

..,,

Dr both circles?
__ --

ark_i w6-voin s,,' fe and B on your paper.

Draw,
1 ,
;Et circle , with-','the',cent6r ,at:: A .and

'. t , \-'7:- -',;- , _- 'having , ,I1B as,' a- radius.
i , A

7., -555, ... 5 . - 5 5 -7-5,-,7 .5' 4 1, 5 I 7:1 , L;77et, 5 r.--1-7- 7 7..5-

r2-0 three more'', radii or ,t circle-.
. ,- .., 1:.-.T7

I

,

:, Draw, two 'different _arc les so that_ A:-, rad us of o e _:_

_- . ha's the 'slime ldngth as a radius, o the- c; _ _er.

yf1

Draw 'two differ(ont- circles so that one has A- radi

differeht iklength froth the other.
, , :5

Drilw two diffeyent circles ,with the samesame Miter,.

A

-- 5 7,, - r



r T
raw a- circle with center,,ht r C
-,,

Wa'in length.'tb the, leAgtbi

aw a: radius =, of; the - 'circle you jue

the length, of I this Sdius eq4al- to 'the length

I

acid radius

de.

I I ,

tP

, r
,-

he-inter :-tion,of_two,.circIes,,be_the_empty:,_ -____
'

set? Draw a figure to Show. your answer',
% ,,

poia d : the 'intersection of tw circles -,be a : set with -, - ,, ,4.
, - ,

F.

i
. . / . _ ;T- -- _

exactly on --point? Draw a fi_ _re to show' our answersw
. - .

,Could the intex ecfilan. of two cfraes tie' a set , which_

c , -

--,,haa e
,

actly two poits?. Drawa-
/.

I.

weir.

re to show your

I



9

ould theriiit rsection of, a circle and a line be
the- empty':-set ' figure :to fhow your answer.

I V

Cou e interse n of a circlerand a1line4b
Iv

show, our answer

d the iritersidtion of a Ciilale: and =a, line -be,

__a ''et which has ct two,pdints? Draw-,a figure ,-.I
,

. : -- ', 0

--.
ow'youy

--,--.-------- .'--, -'-' s,to sh answe

Bli4INTWISTER

`.Could 'the, intersebtion-of two circles be a set,

WIlich his exac ltr three points?

uld the ityterOction of Lela 'and -a

a' set which has exactly
L

A

-44444=44. ;

_

4



.-+

f, gl%Together,::_ .%
, ,

-aw-_-_-a---ipturel.:of_ s' tingle Trace the triangle

lte-6-:crayo

f r+ h.- beId- VW-

esetof,pointp-'Youcolored red

interior \o -the-triangle.
, _

for the part of/,',-the sheet outside the* Jangle .

yellow f 156 iht edged

,part of the)exterior of th triangle.

The set of points of'the,triangle'is not in\the
A r

interior and i& not -_-_ the exterior of the triangle.

4. Use your 'co ass to draw-a circle. Traced the
s

C lor-the-Anterior-of the-circle-red,

'oircle , it' a blue cm,

Color theexterior Of the, circle yellow:

7., Mark a,point\of the circle. Label it A.:,

bI

point
.
A in the interior o;Nthe circle? Is A ifs' the

exterior of the'circle19' -Mark another point which is not .

\..c,- 6.

--,in the interioof the\cirple and is not in the exterior,
_ ,, r_

- ,, d ,
:the- circle.

- ._ .

. Drav a triangle,' with cray onswith blues Color; the

inferior ,of the triangle 'blue ale? ,

o
,,,

,
-. .

v 9' 9 The pert of the plans dolored blue is 'the
.

C:orl '

4 0.= .

of-two-sete:,c(f-points- Whatctwo sets? .. , , +

_..2,icktta.i,-..-.-
h, ' .1 ,..s..r.., _, i

The-union:Of a simple closed curve:and Its interior-
.

ti
14

'61

line region.4--Xheone.you colored blue is

trianguiar:rssion. -



w. a triangle A ,Color th angle and
17

is ilea? .

.,_. , ,.\,,
_

!:What is, Tthe name _of the art of the plane which
,.not - 'red? ._

all -so ,circ le-.- .7Color- the cirg,le -and--itar

interior blue. ,

What do. you -think shou' id be the 'name 'of the part
.4

the plane which is: blue? ,
,

t' the, name of . the part of the plane which

,

.,

Look at the figure and t the labeled points'.
A

E _

-Which -sentences are true?
=

E is: a) a point of the -triangle,
b a point of the interior of the t-- angle,

a point of the exterior of the triangle.
a point Of the triangular region,.



,point= or the triangle. At-

: point of the -interior ot -the triangle.
, -

a' point -of the exterior of- the, triangle.
r

a ,:pOint"of the triangular -region.
.

A isa

-a- point.-of the triangle.
-a point of the Anterior of the triangle.

a -Point -of the exterior of_ the triangle

a point of the triangular region.

a, point of the triangle.

-a- lobint-o± --the interior of- the triangle..

a, oint of the exterior of the triangle.

a point of the triangular region.

44-
, a

Mark a point A aril a point at least two inche

from A. Draw a circle with center A are with, AB_

ar7a.iius

Which eneilli
-

ere correct for the figu

a point of

the:_cire

the aht6i.idr Of the 'c_ 6.
the the oircle-.:

the ,.,circular region.

9. B j13. a point of

a) the circle,

b) the interior of the circle.

y -7



n the circular 'region. .- Label, ,f,-. ,
-.- .

k point which lis,. not =in .the in arior__and not__Pi



orking Together-,,.

oint 1.11 '-,.orVyour paper,- .Dray

r point on the ral

draw

,Draw a second ray with ,R. as 'endpoir

Mark a point on this ray and

_
Does your drawing look zomething,like thi

I

=- >

is. drawing represents a _new ge etric

-an" an -

he union._of___two.rays.

not on the same line,

In the f ure t. is the vertex of-the

endpoint of both rays is called the vertex of



Each_ray is a ally of the angle. RT and RS Are

rays of the angle i4,the drawing.

3.- Part of an angle is represented by two edges of

'desk which meet at a corner.

represents the vertex of the-angle?
a

--represehts the rays of the angle?

-Why do we say _these are only part of theAangle?

Do the hands of a clock suggest-an angle?

-what represents the vertex? What represents the ra

so,

Ddscribe other things in your classroom which

suggegt an angle.

and the raks.

A

le,.picturedelow, _dame. the vertu _



We name,the first ankle in the picture ,LpAc. or

LCAB. Either is correct. The middle letter must be the

label for the vertex.

7. Draw an.angle. Label it LaT. Did you put the

Correct letter at the vertex?

8. Below is represented ZBPC. Copy the picture

on your paper.

a) Choose a point on AA .4.1i...ent c.01,4 A dna B and

label it -D.

ID Choose a point on AC different from A and C and

label it E.

c) Is AB the same ray ao AD?

d) Is A the same 1.ay oo

e) Is LBAC the same 'al,

No matter how w Lhe miadle let

always represents thevSvSS),..

..
a

293
._f 1:2



-ee pol_nts are shown below.

'*F

2

of paper words that complete these

rays through D and F with

ray through F and -E with

angle containing D and E

b) There 26

endpoint
r
F.

There is

with vertex F. This angle is labeled

or

Exercise Set 11

Here are three rays. Each has the endpo

three angles.

Name



a point C on your paper. Draw a picture

of two angles which have the point C

as a vertex.

of each angle,

rk a point A on your p

at least 4 angles Which =ve the point marked A

as a vertex. Do this by drawing- 5 different

rays, mot-on the same line, with A as endpoint.

Draw a pit tore

Choose a pant different from: A on each ray.

Label these points with the capital letters

B, C, D, E, and F.

Name the rays of each angle.

Name each angle.



et,

Try to repeat EX'. 3 by.using Only 3 rays no two.of

them on the 'same airie). wit r A as endpoin Did. you

get a picture, of four angleS? How many angles does

31.Our pit uis represent?

to 'repeat Xx. 3 bx using only rays (no two of

endpoint. Did youthem on the same line with A as

get w-picture of exactly four/angles/ How many y angles

doe your, picture represent?

29b

. ,`



ogether.,

ok at the points,

, Bit Chey.are
, 4

this on Yobr pape

,i-11 are i4111ed :A,

line. Malikthree..

Itipd label them..

Draw:

BA

Does your draWing ok something Jake this?



*

66n- t siieet of th we ds that bomp1

Sentences.

M, AU, and form
- ,

The anglta., h vertex- A-. which contains and C

is called a' CThe angle 1th vertex which contains nd

Ailed

.The angle with .Verte which- conti.ina A and

Mark a Point 'which is not a point.

Label



ea-you naleaii,n Ex'

D

.D; E, and F
1 =

the' triangle?

NEI, E,. and

the tri SW'

7 ppinte of thp exteior of

s lows teat atriang1e suggests three angles

IeS,a art.of the triangle., This is-true

e-a-triangl made up of segments and an-angle-is
-

pp of Nays.

cReMember when we studied circles we spoke of the center

o-fatoirole. The center is not part ot,the.c role.

In the same dray we say 7ABC, 7

es of the triangle althouhthey not part of #1

and 7CAB are

triangle. We call the vertices of these angles the vertices

the triangle. Vsrtioes is the plural o"ertex. The

vertices of.a triangle are the endpoints of the segments of

the

Drawra triangle. Label its vertices D,

Name' the three angles of the tri#ngle.

The thtee angles of a triangle suggest how many rays?.
1

Exercise pet 12
. -

Make drawings to.rep aent

A line A segment

2. A ray, 4. A simple closed curve

299

=1



A triangie.

A tircle

A po1 g

dies which 08i

9. A adrilateral

10. Ayhree lines which cross=but not all in the same

point.

An.angle.
f

The 'union of a 'pr -angle
4

by the triangle

A triangular region

using tha_drawing below nameJ.

14. the Intersection Of Al and Der

15. three dirferent triangles.

one angle uggelted

,.._a_sVgnient _which is ..nots_---a _ side . of-

17. a poia of the in some triangle.
18. a point of the ex e i.or of triangle ABD.

and BC.
. ,

the intersqcti6 of

20. the int_rsection lof AC and DF.

v -section of AE, and BD.21. the

22 the endpoint of AE.



Which Sentencesare-ttue2

3., The intersection of tw-

'a) a line.

--b) the empty set

-va set which exactly one point.

24. The intersection of-a line dnd,a plane may be

) 'a Set which hail exactly two points.

the empty set. -

c).! the line.

he plane,

e) a set which has' exactly one (Dint.

BRAINTWISTERS

25. The intersection of a triangle and a,. plane may be:

a-set-whith has exactly one pOin

`b) the empty set.

c) the *triangle.

d) a set which has exactly three points.

e) a set whiCh has more-points of the triangle than

can -be counted but not all the points of the

triangle.

The intersection of a circle and a plane may be:

a) a at which-has exactly one point.

b) the empty set.

c) a set which has exactly two points.

d) a set which has exactly three points.

e) the circle.


